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Value Co-creation (VCC) has succeeded to grasp the attractiveness as a research stream
from the scholars and practitioners due to its significant role in achieving competitive
advantages. From the introductory period of VCC, the concept has been studied under the
light of numerous contexts. However, lack of research papers can be noticed within the
stakeholder’s perspectives, more specifically, managing stakeholder’s expectational
complexities and generating maximum value from the multi-stakeholder’s collaboration.
The aim of this thesis resides in understanding the collaborative VCC process from the
stakeholder’s perspective. The primary purpose here is to develop a theoretical
framework of the VCC process after identifying the stakeholder’s expectations from the
collaboration and triggering those expectations as motivators for ensuring active
participation within the process. Another goal of this research is to provide
recommendations on ensuring an effective collaborative approach for capturing the
mutual objectives after mitigating the interest conflicts among the stakeholders.
Thorough research has been conducted on the existing literature to accomplish the
specified motives. The theoretical background part of the paper has represented the value
nature, VCC-concept from stakeholder’s involvement, along with existing challenges and
stakeholder’s alignment within the VCC process. A preliminary VCC framework has also
been introduced in the theoretical part. All the potential value drivers, modes of
collaboration, available resource types and potential value indicators are provided in the
findings part of the paper. The value drivers work as motivators for stakeholder’s
engagement and represent stakeholder’s expectations. Based on these expectations,
stakeholders collaborate with each other for mutual betterment by integrating resources.
The collaboration results in value outcomes of the VCC process, which are represented
as the value indicators. Finally, a theoretical framework of the collaborative VCC process
from the stakeholder’s perspective is proposed with identified value drivers, modes of
collaboration and value indicators in it. The proposed framework will provide insights on
the process of transforming expected value towards realized value and ways to motivate
stakeholders for active participation within the VCC process.
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11. INTRODUCTION
This study is directed towards the master’s thesis in developing a theoretical framework
of the collaborative Value Co-creation (VCC) process from the stakeholder’s perspective.
In this chapter, the author briefly introduces the research topic, the objectives of the study
including research questions, and the structure of this paper. To conduct this study the
author has focused on specific aspects like- value co-creation (VCC), nature of
collaborative value and the roles of stakeholders. All these aspects are widespread
research topics and their implementation in the business world is also very demanding.
Overall, this study is based on the author’s deep interest in the stream of VCC. The paper
is made of six main chapters.
1.1 Background and Motivation
The current business environment can be characterized by increased complexities and
imposed uncertainties due to globalization and rapid advancement in information and
communication technology (ICT) (Osterwalder, 2004). The market power nowadays has
been shifted from manufacturers or distributors to consumers (Haro, Ruiz and Canas,
2014). Reypens et al. (2016) have also argued the same by stating that because of imposed
complexities, business organizations are forced to shift traditional value offerings from
isolation to the collaborative approach of value co-creation.
In the traditional value creation model, value is formed by the firms or manufacturers as
a product or service, which is then distributed to consumers through distributors for
exchange based on monetary compensation (Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008). However,
this business model is no longer valid; rapid advancement in ICT has made the consumers
more informed, networked and connected towards all the value propositions available in
the market (Haro, Ruiz and Canas, 2014). At this stage, management needs to rethink
alternative ways rather than the traditional value creation model to achieve competitive
advantages (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004).
As the world has become wide open and accessible, intangible aspects like specialized
skills, knowledge, know-how, and process are becoming the more dominant unit of
exchange instead of tangible products (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). Vargo et al. (2008) have
argued that service is the prime unit of exchange, where the value is mutually generated
by reciprocal and combined approach among firms, stakeholders, employees, consumers,
2government agencies or other related entities. Value-in-use (ViU) has become a more
prominent stream for value creation in the place of value-in-exchange (ViE).
VCC proposes collaboration between numerous stakeholders (Ranjan and Read, 2016).
The service-dominant (S-D) logic provided by Vargo et al. (2004) has intensified the
discussion of VCC (Saarijärvi, Kannan and Kuusela, 2013; Gouillart, 2014). Since then
numerous theoretical frameworks have been introduced in the previous literature in
search of the benchmark. The importance of VCC has incremented exponentially with
the shift of the business model from the goods offering to the service offering. Prahalad
and Ramaswamy (2004b) claimed VCC as a connective tool for involved stakeholders
after mentioning the specified concept as a new approach to value creation.
As the industry is becoming more and more competitive and knowledge prone, the
stakeholders are also becoming dependent on knowledge and resources from each other
(Stenroos and Jaakkola, 2012). However, a systematic approach for stakeholders’
engagement in resource and knowledge management to achieve mutual objectives is in
question; an effective VCC process provides the required platform for stakeholder’s goal-
oriented collaboration. Again, several previous research has provided evidence that
stakeholders’ involvement in the VCC process has a positive effect on the final perceive
value (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). However, the value perception may vary a lot between
the stakeholders due to different viewpoints and variations in modus operandi.
1.2 Research Objectives and Research Questions
Although the VCC concept has been introduced and discussed for over a decade, how the
business entities practice to interact or collaborate with each other and exchange resources
among them to create mutual value has emerged recently (Stenroos and Jaakkola, 2012).
Due to the attractiveness of the VCC stream, numerous literature has been published on
developing and managing the process. A matter of fact is that most of the published
articles were based on developing the conceptual framework of the VCC approach.
However, how to motivate and engage stakeholders within the VCC process is not clear
yet. What are the value drivers from the stakeholders’ perspective and how to manage
those value drivers to ensure the value generation from VCC needs further study.
Helander, Kärkkäinen and Jussila (2014) have argued that identifying the value elements
and measuring the actual value generated from the VCC process is a troublesome task.
However, it is of utmost importance to identify the elements related to value drivers, VCC
process and outcomes of the realized value from the stakeholder’s perspectives.
The main objective of this study is to develop a theoretical framework of the collaborative
VCC process from the stakeholders’ perspective, along with examining the existing
literature on diverse aspects of stakeholders’ involvement within the collaborative
process. For achieving such objectives, this study will identify the stakeholders’ value
3expectations from the VCC process and how to transform the expected value towards
realized value; including the key value drivers and value indicators of the VCC process.
This study will provide a framework to trigger the stakeholder’s expectations for playing
an effective role within the VCC process. The objective of this study is...
...to build a theoretical framework for understanding the collaborative value co-
creation process from the stakeholder’s perspective.
The framework of the paper is constructed in such a way to assist the readers in realizing
the concept of relevance to each-other. The specified objective of the study has raised a
few relevant research questions (RQs). The research questions for accomplishing the
specified objectives are provided below,
• RQ1. What are the motivators for stakeholder’s engagement within the VCC
process?
• RQ2. How should the stakeholders effectively engage in the VCC process?
• RQ3. What are the possible value indicators of the realized value in the VCC
process for stakeholders?
This paper will first provide the findings from the existing literature study on the VCC
concept from the stakeholders’ perspective. To accomplish the objective of the study,
empirical articles based on the VCC concept and stakeholder participation will be studied
thoroughly. After cumulating the findings from the existing literature study, the author
will provide the potential value drivers along with possible indicators of value outcomes
with a view to proposing a theoretical framework of the VCC process. The framework
will also conclude the types of collaboration modes among the involved stakeholders with
identifying the available resources types for collaboration. Finally, the proposed
theoretical framework can be utilized as a supporting tool for motivating stakeholders,
triggering their active participation within the process and managing the VCC process as-
a-whole.
In response to the RQs, after conducting a thorough study and investigation on the
existing literature in chapter 3, all the RQs will be answered in Chapter 4 and finally, a
theoretical framework of the VCC process will be proposed in chapter 5. In the next
section of this thesis, the structure to the build-up of the study is introduced along with
the focus of the study.
1.3 Structure of the Research
The study paper is divided into six main chapters, which are an introduction, research
methodology, theoretical background, findings from the existing literature, theoretical
value co-creation framework development, and conclusion. The structure of the paper is
4provided in the below figure, which is segregated by the source or input of the chapter on
the left side and the outcome of the chapter on the right side. The act of doing this is so
to assist the reader to visualize the relevancy between chapters and understand the
structure.
Chapter 1: Introduction
Sources and Resources Outcomes
Author’s interest and motivation Research objective and research questions
Chapter 2: Research Methodology
Empirical journals on the methodology of
systematic literature study
Date gathering techniques and preparing the
structure of the study
Chapter 3: Theoretical Background
Empirical journals and peer-reviewed articles Knowledge gained on the research topic,
preparing the base for conducting the research
Chapter 4: Findings from the Existing Literature
Knowledge from the preceding chapter, empirical
journals, and peer-reviewed articles
Identification of potential value drivers, types of
collaboration methods and resources involved,
and identification of possible value indicators
Chapter 5: Theoretical Framework of the VCC Process
Findings from the preceding chapter, Empirical
journals, and articles
A theoretical framework of the VCC process is
proposed from the stakeholder’s perspectives
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Discussions
Knowledge from chapter 4 and 5, empirical
journals and peer-reviewed articles
Summary and findings of the study, along with
limitations and future research scopes.
 Build-up structure of the research.
Figure 1 provides the needed insights to demonstrate the study structure. Again, it makes
the reader understand how the study is divided into smaller sections and how each section
is relevant to the final framework development. In the beginning, the objectives of the
study along with research questions are formulated from the authors’ personal preference
and interest.
Research methodology along with the research design used for this study is illustrated in
Chapter 2. The basic rules needed for a literature study research paper with the data-
gathering technique are explained in that chapter. It clarifies why a particular data-
gathering technique is used to build-up this paper.
5Chapter 3 and chapter 4 are mainly concentrated on the literature review of the specified
topic. Where the theoretical background relating to VCC is provided in chapter 3 and the
main findings from the existing literature study are provided in chapter 4. Existing
theories on VCC-concept have been summarized and analyzed to develop the framework
further. Subsequently, a theoretical framework of the collaborative VCC-process is
provided in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 presents the findings from the preceding chapters
along with the possible limitations of the paper.
6VCC framework
development
Studying VCC
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Data gathering
& Sorting
Analyzing existing
literature
Findings from
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter introduces how this study has been developed and what methodological
approaches have been undertaken. Following there will be a description of the data
gathering technique and analysis process of the gathered empirical data for the study.
2.1 Research Method
This study has been conducted as a systematic literature review. A mixed approach based
on the guidelines developed by Webster and Watson (2002) and Gabbott (2004) has been
taken to finalize the method. As regards to Webster & Watson (2002), an effective
literature review is the one that provides the platform for advancing existing knowledge,
along with theory development and brings the covered area to light where research is
needed. Gabbott (2004) further advanced this statement by stating that constructing the
literature review is one of the difficult tasks where the author tries to develop or
conceptualize theories based on the existing literature.
This research process was initiated in May 2019 when the author showed immense
interest in developing a theoretical VCC framework integrating stakeholders’ perspective.
Existing journals are located, the relevant information is gathered and filtered, findings
of the filtered journals are then evaluated, and finally, the evidence from this study is
narrated in such a manner that allows concluding what is known and what needs to
understand regarding the value co-creation framework. Breaking down the whole
timeframe might provide some insights about within, where, and how much time was
utilized. The timeline of the research is provided in the below figure, which illustrates all
the main actions carried out during the study.
The timeline of the research.
As shown in the figure above, the research process was started in early May 2019, with
the basic idea about VCC. After familiarizing with the VCC concept thoroughly by
existing literature study; data gathering and sorting of gathered data were done during
June. After that analyzing the existing data for finding the key-value motivators,
collaboration modes and value indicators of the realized value of the process from
stakeholder’s perspective have been identified by the mid of September. The findings of
May June July August September October November
7the existing literature review were summarized and presented in a synchronized manner
by the end of October. Finally, a theoretical framework of the collaborative VCC process
from stakeholder’s perspective is developed by the middle of November.
2.2 Data gathering techniques
The purpose of this literature study is to understand the collaborative VCC process from
the stakeholder’s perspective. As the VCC concept has been discussed over a broad range
of research streams (Mustak, Jaakkola and Halinen, 2013), it is of utmost importance to
restrict the article selection process by imposing selection criteria. Relating to this,
Gabbott (2004) argued that identifying what is needed for the study and focusing down
to something concrete are the very first tasks for a literature review paper. However, it is
also important not to exclude any journals within the relevant stream from the selection
process. The data gathering process that is followed for this study is given in the figure
below.
 Data gathering technique.
The empirical journal selection process begins with the electronic database selection. It
is an important decision-making stage where the author must decide which database to
select for journal searching, as each database has its own pros and cons (Schibrowsky,
Peltier and Nill, 2007). However, while searching in the database, it is important to bear
in mind that the review will cover most but not all the journals. Some of the journals
might be missed due to the use of different terminologies, along with issues raised from
the limitations of the database.
Database selection has been done based on the following criteria: the database has to be
very comprehensive based on business-centric peer-reviewed journals, this coverage
needs to extend within the timeframe considered, and the search function needs to be
advanced to get a precise search result. After considering these pre-selected criteria, the
following electronic databases are selected for this study,
ABI/Inform collection (primary database)
Business Source Complete (EBSCO) and
Scopus.
As regards to Schibrowsky et al. (2007), it is critical to identify appropriate “keywords”
that are commonly used in existed publications. For this literature review study, the author
has used “value co-creation” and “value co-production” in the “title”, “abstract”, and
“keywords” -search boxes to find publications that focused on VCC. Furthermore, for
Database
Selection
Keywords
selection
Database
search
Article
selection
Emphirical
data gather
8creating a concrete focus purposely, “stakeholder” has also been used as a secondary
keyword in those specified search field.
With a view to minimizing the total number of articles for reviewing, along with
generating a precise review the author has imposed some inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Firstly, only the peer-reviewed articles have been selected for review as a quality measure
(Gabbott, 2004). Secondly, a 10-years’ timeframe has been selected. Articles that have
been published between January 2009 to December 2018 is considered for this literature
review. Thirdly, articles that are published in the English language is only considered.
After imposing such criteria 351 articles have been found. The total numbers of articles
that have been found in preselected journals are given in the table below.
Table 1. Number of articles meet the selection criteria from the databases search
keyword ABI/ Inform EBSCO Scopus Total
Value co-creation 156 47 107 310
Value co-production 20 0 21 41
Total 176 47 128 351
After getting a total of 351 articles for review, the author has read the title, abstract and
keywords selection to find the relevancy of the articles to VCC-concept and stakeholder
analysis. All the irrelevant articles from the specified topic are then excluded. If any
confusion is raised by following this approach the whole article is read. A total of 228
articles have been selected either with the keyword of “Value co-creation” or “Value co-
production”. However, 83 articles have been found as double-entry within different
databases. All the double-entry articles are excluded from the review. Finally, 145 articles
are selected for the literature review. The summary of the selection process and the total
numbers of articles that have been selected for review are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Number of published articles have been selected for the review
Selected
data
base
Articles meeting criteria Total
articles
Similar articles
within different
databases
Total selected
articlesValue
co-creation
Value co-
production
ABI/ Inform 99 5 104 1 103
EBSCO 42 0 42 32 10
Scopus 76 6 82 50 32
Total 217 11 228 83 145
The analysis of the selected articles has been initiated after sequencing the articles in date
order (by year) and read sequentially from oldest to the newest. This approach assists to
understand how the concept has been developed over time and to indicate the research
gap (Gabbott, 2004). In order to understand the importance of stakeholder participation
9within the VCC-process and examine the interest of academics over the year, the author
has sorted the selected articles based on their publication outlets and disciplines. Table 3
provides the journal list based on the disciplines of publication.
Table 3. List of journals based on disciplines of the selected articles
Name of the Journal Articles
Management Decision 4
Technology Innovation Management Review 2
Journal of Fashion Marketing and Management 2
International Journal of Project Management 2
International Journal of Operations & Production Management 2
Brand Management 2
European Journal of Marketing 3
Industrial Marketing Management 3
The Marketing Review 2
Marketing Intelligence & Planning 2
Journal of Marketing Management 2
AMS Review 2
International Review on Public and Nonprofit Marketing 2
Journal of Business Research 5
International Journal of Managing Projects in Business 2
Global Business Review 2
Sustainability 4
Journal of Cleaner Production 2
Procedia Manufacturing 2
Journal of Services Marketing 2
Strategy & Leadership 9
The Design Journal 5
Tourism Planning & Development 2
Information and Communication 4
Operations and Production 2
Technology 2
Other journals 72
 Total Articles      145
Note: Journals that published at least 2 articles on stakeholders’ participation in the VCC-process is included here.
It is found that the selected articles have been published in diversified 102 journals, where
around one-third of the total articles are from either “management” or “marketing”-
related journals (Table 3). The remaining articles are from other business disciplines, e.g.
service, tourism, and design; even outside of the business disciplines, e.g. sustainability
and strategy-based journals have also published articles on VCC-concept. In fact, the
highest number of selected articles is collected from “Strategy and Leadership” -a journal
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with 9 articles published. It is evident that the stakeholder participation in the VCC-
process has received the attention of researchers and academics from miscellaneous
streams over time. To understand and visualize how the researcher’s interest in VCC-
process has intensified during the last decade, a figure is provided below based on the
number of articles published for each year.
 The number of selected articles published in each year.
A distinct upward trend of working on the VCC-concept can be clearly depicted from the
figure above. It can be also stated that stakeholder’s participation in the VCC-process has
recently got the attraction of scholars and researchers. After the initiation of VCC-logic
by Prahalad & Ramaswamy (2004c) in their book of “The Future of Competition”, the
number of published articles on stakeholder participation in the VCC-process has always
been steadily growing. However, works on the specified topic have intensified after the
year 2011. Only from the last three years (2016-2018) period, 74 articles have been
selected which is around half of the total article selection number. The peak number of
articles (27 articles) is selected from the year 2017. The emphasis of VCC-process as a
potential way of achieving competitive advantages in the industry and considering
stakeholders as active participants in this process is the reason behind the attention.
0
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3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
3.1 Value Concept
3.1.1 Definition of Value
The nature of value has been in discussion due to its elusive nature (Vargo, Maglio and
Akaka, 2008). Around two decades ago, Lapierre (1997) have mentioned that the value
concept has been received less attention within the B2B service area. From then both
marketing and service marketing streams have experienced drastic changes stemming
from numerous perspectives on what value actually means for different parties involved
(Kuzgun and Asugman, 2015). Many scholars have examined the topic under different
perspectives to define and understand the value. However, measuring or even defining
value is still an on-going controversy (Helander, Kärkkäinen and Jussila, 2014). It is
reported in several studies that the terminology of “value” has a complex meaning, due
to its multifaceted and notorious nature (Sidorchuk, 2015; Helander, Kärkkäinen and
Jussila, 2014; Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008; Grönroos and Voima, 2011). As there are
multiple and inter-changeable attributes related to the value concept, it is not possible to
define value grounded on a single attribute (Sidorchuk, 2015). Some of these value
concepts are based on usage, exchange, aesthetic, identity, instrumental, economic,
social, shareholder, symbolic, functional, utilitarian, hedonic, perceived, community,
emotional, expected or even brand value (Karababa and Kjeldgaard, 2014).
Grönroos (2007) argued that value is the main object of any business exchange, it is the
evaluation result among any business relationship. Kuzgun & Asugman (2015) have also
agreed with the argument provided by Grönroos, they have considered value as a measure
to evaluate what is obtained from an exchange activity. Many researchers have defined
value from the marketing and consumer perspective, where monetary valuation is utilized
to demonstrate value (Babin and James, 2010; Hoseason, 2003). Porter (1995) has also
mentioned price as the prime criterion of value identification. However, Sidorchuk (2015)
strongly argued that price is not solely the measure of value.
Helander et al. (2014) mentioned value as an outcome from the trade-off between benefits
captured and the sacrifices made, where the outcome can be both monetary and non-
monetary. Though most of the companies strive for monetary benefits considering profits;
non-monetary aspects, such as knowledge sharing, concepts, new ideas, information, or
other resources can also be the same or even more important in the future. Again, the
value creation process along with value outcomes may differ from stakeholder to
stakeholder. (Helander, Kärkkäinen and Jussila, 2014)
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Sidorchuk (2015) has distinguished the meaning of value within a different field of
studies, such as marketing, service, economics, philosophy, sociology and related other
streams. Each of the streams has its own prime attributes to describe value. The value
within the psychology stream can be noted as “understood value” or “value as a form of
social relations” (Sidorchuk, 2015). However, these two attributes bring less important
when considering the value in economics. Economic value can be more precisely
illustrated by the utility, where the price is the main measure along with quality, needs,
and expectations (Lapierre, 1997; Sidorchuk, 2015). Similarly, Lapierre (1997) argued
that the contextual and environmental attributes carry more importance than the monetary
price in service. In fact, the value cannot be defined by applying the traditional value
model in service, as it is not merely the trade-offs between benefits and sacrifices.
3.1.2 Evolution of Value Concept
As regards to Vargo et al. (2008) and French and Wiseman (2003), two different value
concepts reflect the general meaning of value; “Value-in-Exchange (ViE)” and “Value-
in-Use (ViU)”. Where, VIE mainly represents goods dominant (G-D) logic and ViU
represents service-dominant (S-D) logic (Grönroos, 2008; Chakkol et al., 2014).
However, Kuzgun and Asugman (2015) have mentioned another value concept named
“value-in-context”. They have argued that ViE and ViU are two specific functions for
generating value within value-in-context; where, context refers to the relationship among
the unique actors of dyads, triads or complex networks. In this section, VIE and VIU will
be discussed to understand the evolution of value concepts.
Value-in-Exchange (ViE)
The value exchange through different parties involved within the transactions has its roots
within classic and economic marketing (Kuzgun and Asugman, 2015; Karababa and
Kjeldgaard, 2014). This traditional view of marketing or goods-dominant (G-D) logic is
focused on the distribution and exchange of goods (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a; Vargo,
Maglio and Akaka, 2008; Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b). Vargo et al. (2008) have
also argued that according to the ViE concept, the value is created and offered to
consumers by the manufacturers. This classic approach can be conceptualized by
quantitative means as money (Tucker, 1978; Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008). Svoboda
(2006) mentioned ViE as the value that a buyer is willing to pay for goods or equipment
from a market place. As the early market place was mainly focused on agricultural and
other physical products, this marketing view was justifiable (Vargo and Lusch, 2004).
In ViE view, the value is measured by the amount of nominal value or the final price at a
single point in time during the commodities exchange (Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008;
Karababa and Kjeldgaard, 2014; Hoseason, 2003; Sweeney, Plewa and Zurbruegg, 2018).
The pricing strategy can be an example to determine the economic value of the
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manufacturer’s product (Karababa and Kjeldgaard, 2014). Determining the final price is
based on production cost, competitor’s pricing, the utility of the products, or even supply-
demand relationship (Kuzgun and Asugman, 2015; Svoboda, 2006; French and Wiseman,
2003). It is a comparatively simple method of evaluating the value, where the market
provides a considerable estimation of the final price for the exchange products (French
and Wiseman, 2003). Vargo and Lusch (2004) argued that the classic “marketing mix” -
the theory was utilized to achieve competitive advantages in the market. Mostly physical
or operand resources are utilized for manufacturing the products, where all the decision
parameters were set by the firm to maximize the profit (Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008;
Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). Again, all the value is embedded within the product itself, and
the consumers are the mere recipients of the value (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a; Kuzgun and
Asugman, 2015; Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b).
Value-in-Use (ViU)
As an alternative view from the ViE -concept, value is emerged, generated or realized
through the consumers’ usage process of the products or services (Kuzgun and Asugman,
2015; Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008; Vargo and Lusch, 2004a; Sandström et al., 2008;
Sweeney, Plewa and Zurbruegg, 2018). In comparison with the ViE logic, the value is no
longer embedded in the offered bundle of products or services, rather the consumers
themselves generated the value by their experiences, logics, and abilities (Lähteenmäki
and Nätti, 2013; Grönroos and Voima, 2013). Kuzgun and Asugman (2015) have also
agreed with the statement and argued that value is no longer provided by the firms or
manufacturers. Service in the place of products is becoming more dominant (Merz, He
and Vargo, 2009), where the service value is determined at the time of usage.
Grönroos (2008) has explained the relationship between ViE and ViU by stating that ViE
can only generate if ViU exists, which introduces ViE as dependent on ViU. Based on
this statement, Kuzgun and Asugman (2015) have also argued that the products or
services can be validated based on exchange value for a certain time, however, if there is
no ViU, it can be assumed that there will be low or no ViE in practice. Ballantyne and
Varey (2006) simplify the relationship by stating that the ViE concept is generally
developed on predicted ViU that is exchanged for. Lapierre (1997) believes that more
value can be offered by ViU logic after the monetary exchange takes place, as the VCC
process continues with the usage of the offerings. Vargo and Lusch (2008b) have argued
that the ViU concept has more potential to conceptualize the real value of offerings.
According to the service study, value creation and consumption of value are not isolated
from each-other (Vargo and Lusch, 2008b), instead, they are the supplement to one-
another. As regards to SD-logic, manufacturers or firms can only offer a value proposition
in the market that has to be more appealing and competitive than the competitors (Vargo
and Lusch, 2004a). In the place of products, consumers are the focal point of marketing
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Continuous Collaboration
and Interaction
(Grönroos and Voima, 2011). They are not the mere recipient of created value anymore
(Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008), they actively participated within the VCC process.
Thus, the value-added view on tangible products is not appropriate enough to describe
the value creation process or embedded value within ViU. Operant resources of intangible
aspects of VCC, such as knowledge and skills are the prime factors to obtain competitive
advantages (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a; Ranjan and Read, 2016).
As consumers determine and create value through participating in the VCC process,
determining or measuring value in ViU is comparatively more complex than ViE.
Consumers not only focus on functional and economic attributes but also emotional,
social, environmental and ethical dimensions as well. Instead of the classic “marketing
mix” approach, “core competency theory” is more logical to capture greater value by
resource management(Vargo and Lusch, 2004b). As regards to Ranjan and Read (2016),
maintaining a close relationship and collaboration can trigger consumer's and
stakeholder’s involvement and results in value creation.
3.2 Value Co-creation (VCC) Concept
3.2.1 Value Co-creation
The concept of VCC has been introduced by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004c) in their
book of “The Future of Competition: co-creating unique value with customers”. From
then numerous academics have experimented with VCC from different perspectives. As
regards to Ramaswamy (2009), VCC is an intensive process of developing products or
services, and generate experiences through the collaborative activities between
companies and stakeholders with a view to exploring a new approach towards value
creation. It is a cyclic process of achieving unique sources of differentiation and
competitive advantages. A preliminary conceptual VCC model is given in the below
figure.
A conceptual VCC process.
In the figure above it can be seen that the focal firms/organizations continuously interact
with their stakeholders or beneficiaries to exchange their resources for capturing
collaborative value for each of them. The process starts after identifying the
Resources Resources
Focal
Organization
Involved
StakeholdersBeneficiaries
Potential/ Expected
Value
Real value
achieved from VCC
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expected/potential value available for the firm and stakeholder. Then collaboration
through continuous interaction between involved entities is placed. White et al. (2009)
have argued that the extent of the VCC process can be determined by the dynamics of
existed relationships among the firms and the stakeholders. The more interaction exists
among the organization and various stakeholders, the more value can be generated by
forming synergies (Desai, 2010), similarly, VCC is not possible if there are no direct
interactions (Grönroos, 2011). Finally, the real value is achieved by the stakeholders and
also by the firms mutually.
New methods of communication, interaction, and advancement in the ICT sector have
brought a revolution within the organizational value-creation system (Ramaswamy,
2010); over 4 billion people around the world are connected through the internet, conduct
e-business and create value (Lee, Olson and Trimi, 2012). With the help of recent
advancement in the ICT sector, the stakeholders and customers have gained more power
within the value chain (Gur u, 2009; Ramaswamy, 2010; Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011;
Gyrd-Jones and Kornum, 2013). They are no longer remain the passive recipient of value
(Ramaswamy, 2009b), as the value is not generated from the products, services or
marketer’s expertise anymore, value is directly embedded within the experience of VCC
process (Gur u, 2009).
Though the VCC process has been introduced as a distinctive stream within business
academics, the discussion on this stream has been intensified after the introduction of SD-
logic by Vargo and Lusch (2004a). As regards to Wells et al. (2015), SD-logic is
constructed as the basis of organizational behaviors and actions towards capturing greater
co-created value for the involved beneficiaries. Lusch and Vargo (2014) have also argued
that as the actors are becoming more specialized, they expect extensive and intensive
integration within service exchange and resource management. In such a case, all the
involved actors can be considered as value-centric and resource-integrating actors within
VCC.
Vargo and Lusch (2008a) have provided ten foundational premises (FPs) for describing
the SD-logic. Interestingly, six out of the ten FPs (FP1, FP3, FP6, FP7, FP9, and FP10)
is similar to the VCC concept (Grönroos, 2011). Within all of these proposed FP’s, FP6
and Fp10 are strongly related to VCC. According to FP6, value is always mutually
generated by only the beneficiaries (Lusch and Vargo, 2014) and FP10 stated that the
beneficiary can examine and determine the co-created value (Lusch and Vargo, 2014).
However, Grönroos and Voima (2011) have disagreed with the argument stating that the
value is mutually created by the consumer and firms, where the consumer beneficiaries
determine the final value. As regards to FP8 and FP9, the business environment is now
customer or beneficiaries oriented and relational, where all the social and economic actors
are resource integrators (Lusch and Vargo, 2014). Value is not embedded in products,
instead, value is co-created by involved actors or stakeholders through continuous
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interaction, exchange or integrating resources for mutual betterment (Grönroos and
Voima, 2013; Grönroos and Ravald, 2011; Gur u, 2009). All of these provided FPs
strengthen the statement that value is always co-created by cultivating complex networks
within the dynamic service ecosystem comprising of not only firms and customers but
also their contextual communities and stakeholders (Altinay, Sigala and Waligo, 2016;
Lusch and Vargo, 2014; Merz, He and Vargo, 2009). The role of different entities within
the VCC process is shown in the below figure.
Role of involved entities within the VCC process (adapted from (Grönroos
and Voima, 2013; Grönroos, 2011; Vargo, Maglio and Akaka, 2008)).
The firms act as a facilitator of the VCC process and offered potential value in the market
through value proposition (Figure 6). However, neither the companies nor the
stakeholders can be self-focused, as they are dependent on each-other resources (Desai,
2010; Lee, Olson and Trimi, 2012; Altinay, Sigala and Waligo, 2016). The firms are now
more focused on engaging their stakeholders and customer base for innovative idea
generations (Ramaswamy, 2010). At the same time, the stakeholders are also willing to
engage within the VCC process as a co-creator of value and generate value together with
the firms (Grönroos, 2011). However, the succession of the VCC process requires an
efficient platform for the engagement of involved entities.
As regards to Grönroos (2011) and Ramaswamy (see Leavy, 2013), the engagement
platform between firms and related stakeholders is the fundamental basis and main
component of VCC. The platform can be formed by numerous means for value creation,
for example, live meetings, social media, web sites, physical meeting places for a face-
to-face meeting, public or private communities, or even apps on mobile devices (Leavy,
2013). Though engagement among the firm and the related stakeholders is the basis of
the VCC process, this requires proper resources and strategy to protect companies' own
innovative ideas (Pedrosa, 2009).
Firm’s Role: Engage stakeholders within the
VCC process; can also acts as a co-creator
of stakeholder’s value creation process.
Firms/Organization
(Potential value)
Involved Stakeholders
(Expected value)
Collaboration
(Real value)
Firm’s Role: Act as a value
facilitator and provider of
resources for VCC process.
Stakeholder’s Role: Is the
co-creator of value by direct
interaction with firms.
Stakeholder’s Role:
Independent value creator
outside the VCC process.
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Many global companies like Threadless, Dell, Ford, Samsung, Intel, Bestbuy, and
Caterpillar Inc have collaborated with customers by initiating engagement platform
within their customer communities and create global networks for allowing their
stakeholders to collaborate (Desai, 2010; Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011). Again, global
telecom firm Orange (France) and global networking firm Cisco (California, USA) have
gained competitive advantages after launching the co-operative approach within
stakeholder and customer bases (Ramaswamy, 2010)
IKEA can be a distinct example of how effective involvement of stakeholders within the
VCC process can generate mutual value. IKEA shifts the transportation and assembling
tasks of furniture to customer’s capabilities and works closely with their suppliers in
designing, building and packaging for easy and suitable transportation within customers’
vehicles (Kieliszewski, Maglio and Cefkin, 2012). By practicing so they grasp the
opportunity of reducing extra cost by eliminating the tasks needed to assemble and putting
that saved time and money with suppliers’ collaboration. Thus, IKEA gets the option to
build a collaborative business model relying on stakeholders’ competencies to achieve
competitive advantages in the industry. With the shifting of traditional exchange-based
business models to service-based business, the VCC concept is becoming an alternative
approach for achieving competitive advantage within the industry (Wells et al., 2015).
3.2.2     Benefits and Challenges of Managing VCC Process
Nowadays companies need to source for a customer-centric process, where an
individual’s involvement generates more sustained competitive advantage for all
(Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014). VCC seeks to encourage and engage stakeholders and
customers for being an active co-creator of value (Pedrosa, 2009; Mills and Razmdoost,
2016), as they might acquire a vast range a specialized knowledge and skills. VCC is
considered as an alternative strategy of conducting business to achieve competitive
advantages in the industry. The benefits of the VCC process within the organization level
are provided in table 4 below.
Table 4. Benefits of the VCC process in organizational level
Benefits References
Firms strategic capital increase Ramaswamy, 2009b; Leavy, 2013
Leveraging skills and knowledge of
involved actors
Ramaswamy, 2009b; Gur u, 2009; Pedrosa, 2009
Ramaswamy and Chopra, 2014; Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014
Ideas generation for product
development and design
Pedrosa, 2009
Obtaining robust trust through
engagement or close relationship
Ramaswamy, 2009b; Gur u, 2009; Pedrosa,
2009; Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014
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Understanding of customers’ and
stakeholders’ expectation
Ramaswamy, 2009b; Jaakkola and Alexander,
2014
Synchronized resource
management
Ramaswamy, 2009b
Increase in customer satisfaction Ramaswamy, 2009b; Gur u, 2009; Pedrosa,
2009; Leavy, 2013; Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014
Noticeable increment in revenue
and ROE
Ramaswamy, 2009b
Reduction in risk and cost of
production
Ramaswamy, 2009b; Pedrosa, 2009; Leavy, 2013;
Mills and Razmdoost, 2016;  Ramaswamy and
Chopra, 2014
Retaining loyal customers with new
customer acquisition
Ramaswamy, 2009b; Jaakkola and Alexander,
2014
Modified value proposition Gur u, 2009
Ensuring better decision-making Leavy, 2013
Enhance corporate sustainability Ciasullo and Troisi, 2013; Biggemann, Williams
and Kro, 2014
Productivity increase Ramaswamy and Chopra, 2014
Increase awareness of the
surroundings
Leavy, 2014; Martinez and Jackson, 2015
The basis of VCC-concept is an effective collaboration between the organizations and
stakeholders. Through this approach, stakeholders get the opportunity to involve
themselves within the idea generation process. As stakeholders or customer base can
acquire a vast range of specialized knowledge and skills (Pedrosa, 2009; Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014), the organization gets the change to leverage their expertise by ensuring
their involvement within the VCC process. Thus, better decisions can be made by
perceiving stakeholders’ expectations from the process, on the other hand, involved
stakeholders or customers will be more satisfied by capturing greater real value.
Ramaswamy (2009b) considered this process as a “win more-win more” approach for all
the involved actors, where maintaining flexible and long-term relationships among the
organization and stakeholders will establish robust trust among them. Again, this
approach will increase the overall strategic capital of the firms after reducing the involved
risks and the cost of the process (Mills and Razmdoost, 2016; Ramaswamy, 2009b;
Pedrosa, 2009; Ind and Coates, 2013). Resource management will be more synchronized
along with greater ROE and revenue generation (Ramaswamy, 2009b). The awareness
about surroundings will be more acute, and finally, competitive advantages within the
industry can be achieved which will enhance the corporate sustainability of the firm
(Leavy, 2014; Biggemann, Williams and Kro, 2014).
Though VCC implementation has numerous benefits from organizational perspectives
(Table 4), it also imposes challenges for the organization to take care of. To start with
VCC requires a deep change within the company’s outlook and culture (Leavy, 2013).
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Desai (2010) has argued that it is really difficult to understand the relationship, as all the
employees, suppliers, customers, and other related stakeholders are involved within a
complex value network. Companies need to maintain a proper degree of transparency
within the firm-stakeholders relationship, as no restriction might also hamper the core
competency of the company (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004a). Balancing between
control and openness can be considered as a major challenge for the VCC approach
(Näsholm and Blomquist, 2015). Again, the relationship among the actors involved in the
value eco-system needs to be flexible enough for allowing participation within the
decision-making process, effective interaction and implementation of ideas (Gur u,
2009). However, by practicing such an approach, the organization can lose control over
the process. Thus, it is of utmost importance to consider a governance authority to take
care of relationships or collaboration among different entities. The possible challenges
for implementing the VCC approach are provided in the table below.
Table 5. Challenges of implementing the VCC process
Challenges References
Measuring the co-created value within the
VCC process
Helander, Kärkkäinen and Jussila, 2014
Heterogeneity in expectation Recalde and García, 2017; Prahalad and
Ramaswamy, 2004a; Fyrberg Yngfalk, 2013
Organizational inertia Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011; Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014
The threat to the existing business model Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011
Possibility of value slippage Chang et al., 2013
Time-intensive Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004a
Ensuring the right level of transparency Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004a; Näsholm
and Blomquist, 2015
Identify the right risks level Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004a
The main challenge for the firm is to anticipate or draw a possible trend of the
stakeholders’ expectations from the VCC process correctly and act accordingly (Martinez
and Jackson, 2015). However, it is a matter of fact that expectation changes over time and
acting accordingly with such unpredictable changes is really difficult to anticipate
(Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011). This is the challenge the is mitigated by the VCC
process itself, as firms need to participate in continuous collaboration with the involved
actors and anticipate the expectations from the relationship (Prahalad and Ramaswamy,
2004a).
Again, collaboration with involved actors might be the reason for the loyal employees to
consider that the solutions or ideas are coming from outside the firm, this might cause
organization inertia (Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011). Where firms might feel the
“switch-hands of controls” to outsiders. In such a case, the business entity does not adopt
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a new working environment. Another major challenge is that the VCC business model
itself can be a threat to the existing business model (Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011;
Sarker et al., 2012). Expanding or adapting the old business model in such a way that will
suit the new business model might be a cause for large economic loss or might even
destroy the existing business. Furthermore, if the VCC process is not managed properly,
value-slippage can occur, which in turn might discourage the stakeholders in continuing
involvement within the process (Chang et al., 2013). Again, the complexity is increased
by the time factor also as VCC is a very time-intensive process, sometimes the value can
be realized after collaborating for a long duration (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004a).
VCC approach will be a part of a successful business strategy only when the generated
value to involved individuals is visible, measurable and articulated (Pedrosa, 2009).
However, measuring the generated value from the VCC process is very complex and the
main challenge, as the value can be achieved within diverse forms (Helander, Kärkkäinen
and Jussila, 2014), along with intangibility issues (Lu et al., 2017). The value
measurement of collaboratively created value is completely different from the traditional
value measurement of “customer value” or “business value”. Collaborative value cannot
be justified only by the monetary benefits, as the value can also be generated from social
or environmental aspects, sharing knowledge or even solving conflicts between
relationships (Longo, Mura and Bonoli, 2005; Jamali, 2008; Aguilera et al., 2007). Thus,
it is intricated to decide what to measure as the value expectations of different
stakeholders play an immensely important role in an effective VCC approach. It is of
utmost importance to identify the stakeholders’ value expectations and value drivers as
the first step of the value measurement process.
3.3 Value Co-creation from the Stakeholders’ Perspective
Due to the advancement within the ICT sector, neither organizations nor stakeholders can
be self-focused, instead, they collaborate and integrate their resources together for better
value generation (Desai, 2010; Mayangsari and Novani, 2015). Many organizations
including Caterpillar Inc, Intel, Cisco, Bestbuy, and Qualcomm are utilizing social media
for fostering collaboration within their diverse stakeholders and customers to generate
value (Desai, 2010). All types of global organizations including global giants like Apple,
Nike, Microsoft, Google, Nokia, Toyota, also small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
utilize the collaborative business model for value generation (Lee, Olson and Trimi,
2012). Thus, the success or failure of VCC depends on the stakeholders’ active
involvement and interaction to finalize the mutual objectives of VCC. However, Mills
and Razmdoost (2016) have argued that building a common enterprise perspective for
stakeholders’ involvement is a difficult task. This chapter will focus on the different
aspects of stakeholders’ involvement within the VCC process.
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3.3.1 Role of Stakeholders within Value Co-creation
Stakeholders play an active role as resource integrators within an independent ecosystem
to create mutual value through collaboration. Similar to SD-logic, stakeholders will be
the operant resources within the VCC process (Merz, He and Vargo, 2009). Lee, Olson
and Trimi (2012) have argued that organizations intensively work together with their
stakeholder base for achieving mutual goals from the collaboration. They have also stated
that within the global networks all the involved actors, such as individuals, organizations,
governments, and economies are interconnected and interdependent.
Even the VCC network within the general public base can also act as resource integrators
for social issues like ethics or the environment (Lee, Olson and Trimi, 2012). However,
the decision-makers of public sectors usually face the challenges of integrating entities
(including people, technologies, organizations, and information) in such a way that
generates mutual values for all (Kieliszewski, Maglio and Cefkin, 2012). Fyrberg Yngfalk
(2013) have argued that SD-logic was built on the assumption that all the involved actors
get the equal benefits from the VCC process, though the conflicting interests of
stakeholders can jeopardize the VCC approach. As the benefits of one stakeholder can be
the reason of value destruction for others, instead of mutual value co-creation, it can also
be value-destruction. Thus, value-destruction can also be a possible outcome if the
interaction is not properly managed (Yngfalk, 2013).
Generally, the VCC approach with stakeholders includes the whole nation and
civilizations instead of interpersonal relationships. The realization of transforming value
concept from ViE to ViU has shown that the actual value is ViU generated within a social
context of a larger number of actors including firms, stakeholders and customers
(Agrawal, Kaushik and Rahman, 2015). The service system is a complex state of
interconnective activities between numerous entities (firms, customers, providers,
authorities, and competitors). Kieliszewski, Maglio and Cefkin (2012) have argued that
it is difficult to anticipate one’s perspective without considering others. They have also
stated that one involved entity usually prepares their plan for near or long-term future and
then combine with entities to decide or anticipate mutual benefits or value. The outcome
of such interaction may be either “value-generating” or “value-destructing”. However, it
is justifiable to anticipate the consequences before involving the actual relationship. A
visualization of the complex collaborative network including numerous entities is given
in the figure below.
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Complex collaborative networks between different entities.
From the figure above it can be easily depicted that a firm or an organization is
interconnected to a numerous stakeholder base. Handling this complex network base
requires a thorough study of the existed relationship. As discussed above, expectations of
one stakeholder can influence the expectations of others, VCC approach needs sacrifices
and collaboration to define the mutual goals or objectives (Frow and Payne, 2011; Chang
et al., 2013). At the same time, it is the benefit of the VCC approach to realize the possible
outcomes from a project and encourage the stakeholders to engage in that project; or
destroy the project plan if the risks associated within is more significant than the benefits.
It is more justifiable to take a decision on the earlier stage rather than later. However, to
validate this approach measurement process of generated value needs to be defined.
3.3.2 Value Expectations of Involved Stakeholders
Academics and scholars have mainly focused on the customer as a focal point of VCC
(Agrawal, Kaushik and Rahman, 2015), though the research on stakeholder's involvement
within VCC is very limited (Darškuvien  and Bendoraitien , 2014). Lusch and Webster
(2011) have argued that the current business environment as the era of stakeholder
unifying approach towards VCC. However, the diverse expectations of stakeholders from
the organization make it difficult to take a strategic decision (Darškuvien  and
Bendoraitien , 2014; Näsholm and Blomquist, 2015). The expectation itself is a
multidimensional concept (Busacca and Padula, 2005), along with satisfaction and
dissatisfaction at the same time (Babin and James, 2010). Thus, the outcome might be
unfavorable for some of the stakeholders.
The stakeholders’ network of a global organization is so complex and diverse, which
includes not only the key stakeholders, like employees, suppliers, shareholders and
customers (Longo, Mura and Bonoli, 2005), but also government, public organizations,
investors, and different activists’ communities (Post, Preston and Sachs, 2002; Huijstee
and Glasbergen, 2010; Aguilera et al., 2007). Nowadays environmentalists, human rights
organizations, and charitable organizations use numerous strategies to effects
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organizations’ actions (Darškuvien  and Bendoraitien , 2014). The total value for all
stakeholders within the involved system of value-in-context that provides competitive
advantages to an organization (Lusch and Webster, 2011). Though each stakeholder
expects different values in different forms, some scholars have tried to group the
expectation. Longo, Mura, and Bonoli (2005) have grouped the stakeholders based on the
basic and traditional approach to a company’s value creation outcomes. However, they
have mentioned only employees, suppliers, customers and communities as stakeholders.
As there are many other interested and powerful stakeholders that exist, this approach is
not totally appropriate to visualize the interconnectivity. Later, Jamali (2008) has updated
the stakeholder model including investors and the social community to it.
On the other hand, some academics have tried to group the stakeholders’ base depending
on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) view: Environmental, Social and Economic
groups (Maignan and Ferrell, 2003; Maignan and Ralston, 2002; Aguilera et al., 2007;
Korschun and Du, 2013). The pressure and expectations from the CSR stakeholders for
sustainable development within the environment sector in continuously increasing (Ng,
Kumaraswamy and Wong, 2014). Again, Piroozfar et al. (2013) have grouped the
stakeholders based on the size and type of projects. Whereas, some have tried to divide
the stakeholder groups between their source of corporation depending on resource type
(investor, employees or customers), industry structure (alliances, related communities and
unions, supply chain associates and joint ventures) and socio-political views
(government, citizens and private organizations) (Post, Preston and Sachs, 2002; Huijstee
and Glasbergen, 2010; Banerjee and Sharma, 2015). It is easy to anticipate that the
expectation of one group differs from the other groups due to huge diversity within
stakeholders’’ network. For example, an environmental stakeholder can consider wood
industry business adversely due to detrimental effects on the environment by cutting trees.
However, the investors will consider that specified wood industry as a profit source and
surely will oppose the claims from the environmentalists. Thus, it is immensely important
to study the expectations of the stakeholder’s base to make an effective VCC approach.
Below table 6 shows the general stakeholders’ group and their expected value from the
relationship with a firm.
Table 6. Stakeholder’s value expectations from the VCC process
Stakeholder
group
Value Expectations References
Employees Job security, higher salary, better
working environment, promotion, and
training
Longo, Mura and Bonoli,
2005; Jamali, 2008;
Maignan and Ralston,
2002; Darškuvien  and
Bendoraitien , 2014
Suppliers Partnership for a long-term relationship,
fair trading for exchange, involvement
within product design and development.
Longo, Mura and Bonoli,
2005; Jamali, 2008
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Consumers Customer rights, quality, safety on
consuming products, aesthetic,
psychological, economic benefits and
transparency in the relationship.
Longo, Mura and Bonoli,
2005; Jamali, 2008;
Maignan and Ralston,
2002
Investors Ensuring a higher return on investment
(ROI), honest business practices,
transparency,
Jamali, 2008; Piroozfar et
al., 2013
Environmental Safety and protocols, integrity, respect,
standards, relationship, transparency
and accountability
Longo, Mura and Bonoli,
2005; Aguilera et al., 2007,
Maignan and Ferrell, 2003
Socio-political
(government, citizens
and private
organization)
Legitimacy, resource policy, education,
culture, voluntary activities, and
involvement within conflicts solution
Jamali, 2008; Maignan and
Ralston, 2002; van
Huijstee and Glasbergen,
2010, Post, Preston and
Sachs, 2002;
Generally, related stakeholders expect higher returns from their investment, which lies
within high dividend, higher profit, and growth and liquidity. While the employees of the
firms expect a good working environment, job security, good salary, promotions and
training on self-development (Darškuvien  and Bendoraitien , 2014). Again, involved
actors are not only convinced with the monetary benefits or as attitudinal factors (Greve,
Martinez and Neely, 2017) like trust, brand attachment and commitment, and value
perception. They expect to engage within the VCC process to enhance their reputation
and social recognition (Grönroos, Ravald and Voima, 2011; Prahalad and Ramaswamy,
2004c). On the other hand, environmental communities expect social justice,
transparency of practice, legitimacy and safety protocols from the organization (Aguilera
et al., 2007; Post, Preston and Sachs, 2002). The governments and society are other
important stakeholders, who expect societal development and voluntary activities by the
organization. Though all of these expectations are multi-dimensional, managing and
combining these expectations brings the collaborative value.
3.3.3 Alignment of Stakeholders within the VCC process
Chang et al. (2013) have argued that the misalignment of value can proceed towards VCC
process failure. Frow and Payne (2011) have provided a value alignment approach after
combining the stakeholders’ network with the VCC process. This approach can be
particularly useful for identifying potential stakeholders and leveraging value
expectations within the network. The process of combining potential stakeholders within
the VCC approach is provided in the below figure.
Stakeholders alignment within the VCC process (adapted from Frow and
Payne, 2011)
Identify the
stakeholders
Determine core
values
Facilitate dialogue
and knowledge
sharing
Identify VCC
opportunities Co-create value
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The approach starts with identifying all the stakeholders within the system. Depending
on the context of relationship the stakeholder base also varies. It is important to bear in
mind that some of the stakeholders can be loosely connected to the organization. Rhodes
et al. (2014) have stated the stakeholder management consists of activities of identifying
and prioritizing stakeholders, depending on their expectations and salience (legitimacy,
influence, and power) to the firm. To understand and prioritize involved stakeholders on
the whole system, Mathur et al. (2007) have mentioned utilizing the interest and power
of stakeholders within the relationship. Mayangsari and Novani (2015) and Line, Runyan
and Gonzalez-Padron (2018) have also utilized the power and interest of stakeholders’
while allocating them with the business strategy. Stakeholders mapping based on power
and interest is shown in the figure below.
Stakeholder mapping based on power and interest (adapted from Mathur
et al., 2007).
As from the figure, the 1st quadrant represents stakeholders who have low interest in the
organization and also have little influence over the organization. On the other hand, 4th
quadrant’s stakeholders have strong interest and influence over the organization. Tackling
these two stakeholders base is not that complex, it is obvious that the 4th quadrant’s
stakeholders will receive most prioritization. However, 2nd and 3rd quadrants are
representing conflict relations between power and interest. Depending on the context of
VCC and its relationship with the stakeholders, actions must be taken to foster the VCC
process by mobilizing the relationship.
After identifying all the interested stakeholders, Abela and Murphy (2008) have argued
the importance of determining the expected value from the relationship. Though
stakeholders can expect value in many forms (see table 6), they (Abela and Murphy) have
argued that the focus should be based on increasing organizational value, not on profit
maximization. As profit maximization focus can negatively affect all other related value
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elements (including intangible value aspects, like brand equity, firm reputation, trust,
credibility or solving conflicts problem).
After defining the core value of the firm, Frow and Payne (2011) recommended initiating
the dialogue and collaboration among stakeholders to share knowledge or resources. As
discussed above, the stakeholder’s integration platform is the foundation of the VCC
approach (Leavy, 2014). Whereas, lack of collaboration can rapture the continuous
development along with the sustainability of the business entity (Suryana, Mayangsari
and Novani, 2017). Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) have proposed four building
blocks (named DART-model) approach for initiating effective interactions among
stakeholders. These blocks are Dialogue, Access, Risk-analysis, and Transparency.
Below a figure of the DART model is provided.
Interaction among stakeholders for the VCC approach (based on
Ramaswamy (2009a), Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) ).
The interaction for knowledge and resource sharing starts with effective dialogue among
the related entities, by which they establish their common goals or points of disagreement.
Dialogue means interactivity, engagement, and willingness to common learning from
both sides of the problem-solvers (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004b). This process
initiates extensive communication among all the related entities through relevant
stakeholders for building trust and learning by collaboration (Payne, Storbacka and Frow,
2008). To make the dialogue an effective approach towards establishing expected goals,
accessibility and transparency of needed information is vital. For example, Lego
enterprise has introduced Mindstorms 1.0 in 1998 to collaborate with its customers’ base
and capturing intelligence. After the succession of Mindstorms 1.0, Lego has reintroduced
Mindstorms 2.0 NXT in 2006 for selected intellectual groups of enthusiasts (Ramaswamy
and Ozcan, 2013). In this new platform, they have shared their internal information with
the users’ base for achieving a greater result. Regarding Prahalad and Ramaswamy
(2004a), the firm’s internal information like profit margin, cost of production, or prices
are no longer opaque from the stakeholders’ base. As information about products or
services becomes accessible, it is better to practice a new level of transparency among the
stakeholders’ base. Finally, the risk assessments need to be taken into consideration for
finding any point-of-disagreement or potential effects that might nurture the collaborative
Risk-analysis
TransparencyAccess
Dialogue
Value
co-creation
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approach. At first, Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004b) have cited as “risk-benefits”,
however, later they replaced it with “risk assessment” (Prahalad and Ramaswamy,
2004a); it is more logical to focus more onto the potential threats at the beginning of
interaction to make it more effective approach towards VCC. The combination of these
four aspects can be utilized based on the expectation and relationship among the entities.
Identification of new collaborative value opportunities starts from considering
stakeholders as the active participants of the VCC approach (Prahalad and Ramaswamy,
2004a). Payne, Storbacka and Frow (2008) also supported the approach to consider all
the related stakeholders as co-participants of the collaborative value creation process.
They have strengthened their argument by stating that value cannot be created by
isolation. The contexts of SD-logic propose the shift from ViE to ViU as a new
opportunity to value creation from the VCC process. A conceptual model of integrating
and managing stakeholder within the VCC process is provided in the figure below.
Stakeholders alignment within the VCC process after leveraging
expectations.
From the figure above it can be said that stakeholder mapping must be carried to identify
the potential stakeholders before initiating the VCC approach. Then to determine the core
value expectation for the firm’s total value, an analysis of the related stakeholders and
their expected value should be realized. Finally, the “DART”-model can be utilized to
facilitate dialogue and knowledge sharing among the stakeholders to finalize the mutual
goals from the VCC process.
Identify the
stakeholders by
stakeholder
mapping
Determine the
core values by
analyzing value
expectation
Facilitate dialogue
and knowledge
sharing by
utilyzing "DART"-
model
Identify VCC
opportunities Co-create value
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4. FINDINGS FROM THE EXISTING LITERATURE
4.1 Summary of the Literature
With a view to studying the previous research on stakeholders’ involvement in the VCC
process, the author has selected 145 scientific articles within the time period of 2009-
2018. This chapter is focused on summarizing the findings of those selected articles. All
the selected articles have been read thoroughly to understand the relevancy among them
and also to understand different aspects of stakeholder’s involvement within the VCC
process. The contexts of the selected articles, along with the theoretical framework used
and the main findings of the articles have been provided in tables 11, 12 and 13 as the
appendix. All the existing articles have been grouped based on year of publication, along
with the contexts and research methods utilized for the studies. All the “conceptual
papers” within the specified topic have been listed in Table 11. Next, all the articles based
on the “case study” research method have been listed in Table 12. Lastly, Table 12
provides a list of published articles based on qualitative/quantitative or mixed research
methods.
VCC has been discussed over diverse research contexts over-time to conceptualize the
whole picture. Some of the most discussed streams with published research are given
below
Economic aspects (Ng, 2010; Frow and Payne, 2011; Enquist, Johnson and
Rönnbäck, 2015; Grace and Iacono, 2015; Martinez and Jackson, 2015; Ranjan
and Read, 2016; Fedorenko and Berthon, 2017; Ramaswamy, 2009b, 2010;
Hienerth, Keinz and Lettl, 2011; Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2013; Gyrd-Jones and
Kornum, 2013; Banerjee and Sharma, 2015; Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic,
2016; Pedrosa, 2009; Hsieh, 2015)
Societal and Environment issues (Mayangsari and Novani, 2015; Yang and Sung,
2016; Raman, French and Tulloch, 2017; Lu et al., 2017; Jenner and Fleischman,
2017; Hepi et al., 2017; Cannas, Argiolas and Cabiddu, 2018)
Brand image (Helm and Jones, 2010; Juntunen, 2012; Iglesias, Ind and Alfaro,
2013; Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2016; Roncha and Thomas, 2016; Merz, He and
Vargo, 2009)
Technological and Innovational aspects (Lee, Olson and Trimi, 2012;
Ramaswamy, 2010; Herrera, 2016; Han and Hong, 2016)
Tourism industry (Festa et al., 2015; Altinay, Sigala and Waligo, 2016; Wiltshier
and Clarke, 2016; Park and Kohler, 2018; Johnson and Neuhofer, 2017; Cannas,
Argiolas and Cabiddu, 2018; Polese et al., 2018)
Knowledge management (Stenroos and Jaakkola, 2012; Desai, 2010)
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Governmental and citizens participation issues (Craveiro and Albano, 2017;
Kieliszewski, Maglio and Cefkin, 2012; Chang et al., 2013; Ramadhan et al.,
2015; Hong and Lee, 2015; Greenhalgh et al., 2016; Overkamp and Ruijs, 2017;
Woezik et al., 2016; Kruger et al., 2018).
Regarding the focusing aspects of existing literature on VCC-concept, most of the articles
have proposed a conceptual framework from diverse streams as discussed above. For
example, Iglesias, Ind and Alfaro (2013) have proposed the VCC framework focused on
brand value creation, a simpler tentative framework of VCC as a joint problem-solving
process has been provided by Stenroos and Jaakkola (2012). While an approach towards
value ecosystem co-creation has been provided by Gouillart (2014). Saarijärvi, Kannan
and Kuusela (2013) have provided different approaches based on the service system.
Adding to this, Yang and Sung (2016) have combined service design and social
innovation while developing the VCC framework. Martinez and Jackson (2015) have
developed a framework based on P.A.S.C.E.L. (perception, analysis, synthesis, choice,
action, and learning) model. Frow and Payne (2011) have provided a process-based VCC
framework. Where DeFillippi and Roser (2014) has focused on company strategy,
Ramaswamy and Chopra (2014) have focused on the importance of engagement platform
while developing the VCC framework. Similarly, Torres and Amaral (2013) have focused
on the relationship management aspect while developing the VCC framework from multi-
stakeholders perspectives. Other papers, like Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2013), Seo (2013),
Ramadhan et al. (2015), Han and Hong (2016), Rhodes et al. (2014), Woezik et al. (2016)
and Bhalla (2014) have also proposed VCC framework from different thinking. Not only
for proposing framework, some articles were grounded on the development of governance
procedures required for effective VCC process (Wells et al., 2015; Stucky et al., 2011;
Craveiro and Albano, 2017; Shams and Kaufmann, 2016; Gur u, 2009; Desai, 2010;
Haaranen and Nisar, 2011).
It can also be noticed that at the beginning of the preselected time-frame, most of the
scientific papers have been conducted by following conceptual or literature review
research methods. However, utilizing the “case study” research method has been
incremented eventually. In fact, overtime around half of the total number of papers are
case study papers, which indicates VCC is now more and more implementing within
practical fields. Below Figure 12 provides the visualization of different research methods
used within selected articles.
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Research papers based on utilized research methods.
From the figure above it can be easily assumed that most of the scientific papers have
conducted by following the “case study” research method after implementing within
diverse streams of organizational activities. The business environment is now highly
competitive and the potentiality of the VCC collaborative process is relatively very strong
within this environment, as the involved stakeholders have noticeable influences on the
strategic goals of an organization. They can acquire vast knowledge and skills required
for a specific project and also can provide exposure to opportunities and pressures at the
same time (Näsholm and Blomquist, 2015). The stakeholder’s perspective within the
VCC stream has received intensive attention from scholars and business practitioners.
This section will be the ground of study for the next section, where the generalize value
drivers, method of collaborative approaches and possible outcome of collaborative VCC
process will be discussed.
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4.2 Findings from the Literature Review
Stakeholder’s value expectations from the VCC process motivate them to engage within
the VCC process. However, stakeholder’s expectations cannot be defined without
studying more concretely as it evolves over time and also one stakeholder’s expectation
can be the reason for dissatisfaction for other stakeholders (Darškuvien  and
Bendoraitien , 2014; Busacca and Padula, 2005; Babin and James, 2010). Thus,
interaction and determination of mutual expectations play a vital role in the succession of
the VCC process. The actual value drivers that motivate stakeholders to engage in the
collaborative process is very little known (Pedrosa, 2009). This chapter will focus on
identifying the key value drivers that determine stakeholder’s expectations to engage
within the VCC process, along with different modes of collaboration among stakeholders
to firm perspectives and what are the value indicators that will determine the realized
value from the collaboration.
4.2.1 Potential Value Drivers
Stakeholder’s motivation or encouragement to engage in the VCC process depends on the
fulfillment of their expectations. As discussed in the previous section, stakeholders
perceive value in different ways, again, one stakeholder’s expected value can be the
reason of value-destruction for other stakeholders. Thus it is important to study the forms
of value that will assist to identify and synchronize their expectations from VCC (Line,
Runyan and Padron, 2018; Martinez and Jackson, 2015). Below a table has been provided
based on the potential value drivers (identified from the literature review process) that
might motivate the stakeholders to engage within the VCC process.
Table 7.  Potential value drivers of the VCC process
Value Variables Value Elements Published articles
Economic Factors
Value proposition, dividends,
salary increment, financial
incentives, bonuses
Martinez and Jackson, 2015;
Pedrosa, 2009; Nudurupati et
al., 2015; Grace and Iacono,
2015; Line, Runyan and
Padron, 2018; Hong and Lee,
2015; Best et al., 2018
Experiential
factors
Symbolic
Self-expression, aesthetic
property, psychological
meaning of services, social
identity
Grandy and Levit, 2015;
Cannas, 2018; Seo, 2013
Emotional
Hedonic (entertainment, fun,
excitement, enjoyment),
belongingness, pride,
accomplishment, sense of
ownership, affection
Kennedy and Guzmán, 2016;
Suryana, Mayangsari and
Novani, 2017; Ramaswamy
and Chopra, 2014; Hsieh,
2015; Pera, Occhiocupo and
Clarke, 2016; Fedorenko and
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Berthon, 2017; Cannas, 2018;
Grace and Iacono, 2015
Societal factors
Social status, recognition,
connectedness, reputation,
belongingness, identity,
reputation, acceptance
Sarmah and Rahman, 2017;
Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke,
2016; Hienerth, Keinz and
Lettl, 2011; Suryana,
Mayangsari and Novani, 2017;
Grace and Iacono, 2015;
Kennedy and Guzmán, 2016
Relational
factors
Interpersonal
Trust, commitment, loyalty,
inclusiveness, individual’s
reputation/status
Cannas, Argiolas and
Cabiddu, 2018; Rojas, Liu and
Lu, 2018; Haaranen and Nisar,
2011; Torres and Amaral,
2013; Hsieh, 2015; Pera,
Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016
Social
Trust, reciprocity, relationship
with communal cultural, social
identity, support, partnership
Ramaswamy and Ozcan,
2016; Rojas, Liu and Lu, 2018;
Ranjan and Read, 2016;
Sarker et al., 2012; Pera,
Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016;
Grandy and Levit, 2015;
Cannas, 2018; Hsieh, 2015
Functional factors
Need for improvements,
quality of service or product,
characteristics and
functionalities, usefulness
Grace and Iacono, 2015;
Cannas, 2018; Méndez and
Gummesson, 2012; Wiltshier
and Clarke, 2016; Helm and
Jones, 2010; Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014
Characteristics of the
platform
Trust, transparency,
accessibility, flexibility,
adaptability, effectiveness,
responsiveness, participation,
mutual respect/commitment,
continuous feedback/support
and less bureaucratic
Leavy, 2013; Nudurupati et al.,
2015; Ramaswamy and
Chopra, 2014; Gur u, 2009;
Rojas, Liu and Lu, 2018;
Haaranen and Nisar, 2011;
Sarmah and Rahman, 2017;
Ramaswamy and Ozcan,
2016; Thiruvattal, 2017
Environmental factors
CSR dimensions, Societal
justice, combining resources,
leveraging knowledge and
capabilities
Arnold, 2017; Kruger et al.,
2018; Jurietti, Mandelli and
Fuduri , 2017; Line, Runyan
and Padron, 2018
Factors related to
intellectual capital
Knowledge of offerings,
possible developments,
innovation, creativity, and
information on market
demand, current trends
Suryana, Mayangsari and
Novani, 2017; Hong and Lee,
2015; Raman, French and
Tulloch, 2017; Kennedy and
Guzmán, 2016
Long-term strategical
factors
Possibility of a long-term
relationship, competitive
advantages
Helm and Jones, 2010; Ng,
Kumaraswamy and Wong,
2014
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Factors related to
leadership
Empathic, participating,
augmenting, influencing and
mobilizing behavior
Iglesias, Ind and Alfaro, 2013;
Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Line, Runyan and Padron,
2018
Power and interest
analysis
Systematic decision-making
Raman, French and Tulloch,
2017; Wells et al., 2015;
Sarker et al., 2012
Economic Factors
As economic benefits are the basis of any business activities, many authors have
identified numerous economic value elements as value drivers of the VCC process.
Pedrosa (2009) has stated that providing financial incentives is the easiest way to motivate
stakeholders. Supporting his statement, Grace and Iacono (2015) have also mentioned
monetary aspects (e.g. salary, bonuses, and other related incentives) as an initiator of the
VCC collaboration process. Martinez and Jackson (2015) and Line, Runyan and
Gonzalez-Padron (2018) have introduced financial aspects as market variables which
include revenue and profit of the organization. Numerous other literature has also
identified economic performance as a key determinant of the VCC process (Nudurupati
et al., 2015; Best et al., 2018; Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014). However, providing only
monetary incentives is not enough to compensate for their investment (Pedrosa, 2009;
Fedorenko and Berthon, 2017). Not only economic aspects based on the contexts of
collaboration value elements differ greatly.
Experiential Factors
The experiential factor has also been discussed in numerous literature after introducing it
as a strong value driver (White, Hede and Rentschler, 2009). To begin with, Merz, He
and Vargo (2009) have argued that the value from VCC is perceived through the
beneficiary's experience. Experience is a feeling of an individual’s achievements or
personal growth (Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016). The feeling can be either symbolic
or emotional (Grandy and Levit, 2015), where symbolic value is related to the
psychological aspects of the offered products or service (Cannas, 2018). Grandy and Levit
(2015) have argued that the symbolic means of product or service (e.g. sense of
belongingness, identity, and aesthetic means) is now more prominent than the maternal
means. On the other hand, the emotional value represents the emotive/intrinsic means of
work-related aspects, like pride, accomplishment, or belongingness (Grace and Iacono,
2015). On the other hand, emotional meaning of experience represents hedonic
(enjoyment, fun, pleasure, entertainment or excitement), affection and connection
towards stakeholders (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2018; Hsieh, 2015; Kennedy and
Guzmán, 2016; Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016; Suryana, Mayangsari and Novani,
2017). To conclude with the experiential factors, Fedorenko and Berthon (2017) have
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argued that the emotional and psychological experiences determine the identity creation
of a stakeholder.
Societal Factors
Not only monetary and emotional aspects but also social and functional aspects are the
key determinants of stakeholder’s expectations (Grace and Iacono, 2015). Grace and
Iacono (2015) and Kennedy and Guzmán (2016) have mentioned social acceptance,
status, popularity or social recognition can be considered as key social value drivers.
Again, Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke (2016) have added reputation to the list arguing that
the VCC process deliberately enhanced by the reputational factor of stakeholders.
Ensuring a reputation in society is a dominant value driver. Treated as an equal partner
or the sense of belongingness is another success factor in social value creation (Hienerth,
Keinz and Lettl, 2011; Suryana, Mayangsari and Novani, 2017; Sarmah and Rahman,
2017).
Functional Factors
Saarijärvi, Kannan and Kuusela (2013) have also mentioned functional factors of the
products or services as another key aspect that might trigger the expectations of
stakeholders. Frow and Payne (2011) have mentioned four key stakeholder's expectations
and the functional aspect is one of them. Wiltshier and Clarke (2016) have also stated the
functional aspect as a key driver of VCC stating that the outcome of VCC is an experience
between beneficiaries and firm interaction and such experience is the combination of
functional, emotional, social, informational and novelty aspects. The functional value
describes the quality of performance of the offerings (Grace and Iacono, 2015). This
criterion represents the quality, characteristics, usefulness or functionalities of the
product/service, whether it meets the beneficiary’s expectation or not (Cannas, 2018;
Helm and Jones, 2010).
Relational Factors
Reputation and relationship building are the next factors that motivate stakeholders,
where dialogue, trust, and reciprocity initiate the collaboration (Cannas, Argiolas and
Cabiddu, 2018). After thorough research on relational norm practices, Hsieh (2015) has
mentioned two detached types of relationships: interpersonal and social. To fully
understand the relational perspectives of VCC, value drivers within both aspects will be
discussed. Haaranen and Nisar (2011) have argued that the quality of the existed
relationship between organization and stakeholders is determined by the quality of the
interpersonal relationship, which is based on trust, commitment, loyalty, inclusiveness
and transparency (Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016; Torres and Amaral, 2013). Trust
is the main value driver in interpersonal relationships (Cannas, Argiolas and Cabiddu,
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2018; Rojas, Liu and Lu, 2018). An individual’s reputation/status and individual’s
knowledge acquiring process by maintaining a relationship with others generate the
outcome from the interpersonal relationship (Hsieh, 2015). Whereas, the social-relational
value variables include network within the society and relationship with the communal
culture (Hsieh, 2015; Ranjan and Read, 2016). As regards to Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke
(2016), social support, partnership, and intimacy represent the motives for the social
relationship. Grandy and Levit (2015) have prolonged the list by adding social identity
and a sense of belongingness as motivating factors. Again, Cannas (2018) has argued that
trust, reciprocity, and partnership are the means of building social relations.
Characteristics of the Platform
While demonstrating the importance of engagement platform within the VCC process,
Ramaswamy (see Leavy, 2013) has argued the platform as the center of collaboration for
realizing the economic and human welfare potential of VCC. However, the platform must
have to meet specific criteria to become an efficient platform for VCC. Where,
transparency, accessibility, and openness are the prime factors for being an efficient
platform (Leavy, 2013; Nudurupati et al., 2015; Rojas, Liu and Lu, 2018; Sarmah and
Rahman, 2017; Ramaswamy and Chopra, 2014). Rojas, Liu and Lu (2018) and
Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2016) have argued that trust, active dialogue and continuous
feedback/support are the base of any interactive platform, where mutual respect,
commitment and active participation ensure successful collaboration. Again, Gur u
(2009) has stated that the platform should provide flexibility for operating within;
flexibility in participation, interaction, and implementation.  Furthermore, Haaranen and
Nisar (2011) have further argued that the less the platform is bureaucratic, the more
possibility of effective participation. Thiruvattal (2017) has also prolonged the list after
adding effective responsiveness of all active participants a prerequisite of the platform.
Environmental Factors
When it comes to achieving corporate sustainability, the VCC approach can generate
more synchronization of involved goods and services due to the increased number of
involved actors (Arnold, 2017). Jurietti, Mandelli and Fuduri  (2017) have argued that
social platform as a VCC approach can be utilized among societal stakeholders for
obtaining CSR value. VCC process ensures the sustainability, resource management,
leveraging knowledge/capabilities, societal benefits for achieving corporate sustainability
as a whole (Kruger et al., 2018; Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018).
Factors related to Intellectual Capital
Involvement in the VCC process provides the opportunity of gathering intellectual capital
and achieve competitive advantages (Kennedy and Guzmán, 2016). As regards to
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Suryana, Mayangsari and Novani (2017), VCC provides the opportunity of enlarging the
intellectual capital of involved stakeholders by gaining deepen insights on the offerings.
By enhancing the intellectual capital, the stakeholders can also grasp the knowledge of
the possible developments of the products or services. As different stakeholders from
different streams come along to collaborate, involved actors get the possibility of
enhancing creativity, learn about innovation, gather knowledge on current trends and
market demand (Raman, French and Tulloch, 2017; Hong and Lee, 2015). Providing such
an opportunity to enhance knowledge motivates the involved stakeholders.
Long-term Strategical Factors
The VCC approach resides in long-term relationships with the focal firm. Helm and Jones
(2010) have mentioned this process as a “strategic driver” of the long-term strategic vision
for achieving competitive advantages, as VCC approach manages the future planning and
projections after completing short-term tactical targets while ensuring maximum
stakeholder’s return along with accomplishing organizational goals. Ng, Kumaraswamy
and Wong (2014) have also supported the statement by stating that the VCC process
assists to achieve competitive advantages as a long-term strategic plan.
Factors related to Leadership
Again, efficient value co-creation from a collaborative VCC process requires a particular
leadership style. The leader must need to have some specific behavioral characteristics.
Firstly, the leader needs to have empathy for others, and always encourage or motivate
others to participate within the VCC process (Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018). Jaakkola
and Alexander (2014) have also argued that the leader must acquire augmenting,
influencing and mobilizing behavioral qualities to robust the VCC approach. Solving the
existed conflicts of expectations and challenges and bring out the best possible outcomes
from VCC is another criterion of the leader (Iglesias, Ind and Alfaro, 2013). Lastly, the
power of an individual’s over the existing relationship and degree of interest and
legitimacy determine the selection of stakeholders to whom superior attention should be
provided (Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018; Kennedy and Guzmán, 2016; Fedorenko and
Berthon, 2017). This approach assists the leader to get deeper insights and awareness for
making better decisions by following a systematic decision-making process (Raman,
French and Tulloch, 2017; Wells et al., 2015). Below in Figure 13, all the possible value
variables along with the value elements are provided.
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Potential value drivers based on the context of collaboration.
It can be clearly noticed from the figure above that there are numerous value drivers to
trigger stakeholder’s engagement in VCC. However, based on the context of relationship
and platform, the value drivers can vary to a greater degree. It usually a mixing of
numerous value elements to fulfill the stakeholder’s expectations from the collaboration.
It can also be identified from the figure that the experience from the VCC process, along
with economic aspects, social, relational, functional and environmental aspects cover-up
most of the value elements. Identification of all these value elements can be utilized as a
managerial tool for understanding the stakeholder’s value expectation and then act
accordingly.
4.2.2 Modes of Collaboration and Involved Resources
The engagement platform promotes the needed interactions among the involved actors to
participate actively in achieving the predefined mutual collaborative value (Leavy, 2014).
Best et al. (2018) have defined the collaborative modes as actors driven activities for
offering and integrating needed resources with others for mutual betterment. Ramaswamy
(2010) has mentioned the engagement platform as the basis of the collaborative VCC
process, by stating that the organization will be the facilitator of the value creation process
and will work as “a nexus of engagement platform” (see Leavy, 2014). The actors can
collaborate by following several methods of collaboration, available methods of
collaboration are provided in table 8 below.
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Table 8.  Modes of collaboration within the VCC process
Collaborative
styles
Behavior attributes of the
actors
Published articles
Co-developing Augmenting and helping
Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Roncha and Thomas, 2016; Best et
al., 2018; Ng, Kumaraswamy and
Wong, 2014
Co-designing Developing and opendialogue
Wells et al., 2015; Best et al., 2018;
Roncha and Thomas, 2016
Co-ordination Synergy forming and avoidoverlapping
Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic,
2016; Sarker et al., 2012
Consultation Advocacy, open dialogue Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic,2016; Wells et al., 2015
Compromise Tolerance
Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic,
2016; Cannas, 2018; Wells et al.,
2015
Negotiation Mobilizing
Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke,
2016; Cannas, 2018; Martinez and
Jackson, 2015; Lusch and Vargo,
2014
Feedback Suggesting, improving,open dialogue
Hsieh, 2015; Ramaswamy and
Ozcan, 2013; Wells et al., 2015
As mentioned in the table above, several means of collaborative modes are available for
the involved actors to interact. Though very few studies have focused on collaborative
modes in prior research (Best et al., 2018), some authors have proposed the methods of
collaboration based on the context of their study; service, social, technological, business,
or environmental. Best et al. (2018) have stated that collaborative activities can be carried
out as co-developing/co-producing or co-designing of services or products. Added to this,
Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic (2016) have stated that co-ordination, consultation and
compromising are also the modes of collaboration from the network approach of VCC.
Again, Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke (2016) and Wells et al. (2015) have prolonged the
list after adding negotiation and feedback sessions on the delivered services as potential
modes of collaboration. Below Figure 14 provides all the available modes of
collaboration.
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Modes of collaboration and possible behavioral attributes.
While developing a conceptual framework of the VCC process, Best et al. (2018) have
mentioned that collaboration can be placed by following two distinctive mechanisms; co-
development/co-production and co-designing. Roncha and Thomas (2016) and Jaakkola
and Alexander (2014) have also mentioned co-development as the mode of collaboration.
Regarding the co-development mechanism, involved actors provide assistance to each
other, share the idea, experience, and information, so the organization can utilize it for
augmenting the service offering (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014). While Roncha and
Thomas (2016) have utilized the definition of co-development under brand-identity
stream after stating that the actors involved within the VCC process as an active developer
for enhancing the brand identity. Co-development has also been discussed within the
manufacturing-based industry studies as co-production, where actors share their physical
resources for producing products (Best et al., 2018). Loyal actors are invited within the
collaboration to share their valuable knowledge on the co-development process (Ng,
Kumaraswamy and Wong, 2014).
Co-designing collaboration begins from the differences in value perceptions from
different stakeholders (Wells et al., 2015). Wells et al. (2015) have argued that while the
continuous communication with related actors, they provide their insights of needs or
expectation from the organization. Which in return assists the organization to design the
value proposition based on their expectations as a co-designing mode of collaboration
(Best et al., 2018). Open dialogue is the operational criterion for a do-designing
collaborative approach (Roncha and Thomas, 2016).
While describing VCC from the network level, Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic (2016)
have argued that the involved entities combine their resources through continuous
interaction. According to them the coordination process requires effective planning and
sharing information for achieving synergies among involved entities and to avoid any
overlap of activities. Sarker et al. (2012) have also mentioned the importance of the
coordinated collaborative approach for synergistic integration within multi-stakeholders
perspectives. Not only coordination, Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic (2016) have also
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claimed consultancy is another mode of collaboration. Wells et al. (2015) have also
supported their statement by mentioning the consultancy approach as the advocacy
process of VCC, where the relevant actors provide suggestions and advice on activities
for mutual betterment. Similar to the co-designing collaborative approach, the consulting
approach also needs open dialogue between involved actors where they share their needs
and expectations from the collaboration. However, there is no “one for all” solution
available. The value generation for one stakeholder can be the reason for value-
destruction for others, this results in conflicts of interests (Sarker et al., 2012; Cannas,
2018). These conflicts of interest have pointed into another collaborative approach:
compromising. Compromise collaborative approach requires at the points of
disagreement. Wells et al. (2015) have introduced compromising as personal tolerance
behavior, where some might have to tolerate loss or less profit for ensuring mutual
betterment. All the involved parties listen to everyone’s viewpoint about the collaboration
before taking any decision and a balanced way is proposed by targeting as many motives
as possible from the organizational view.
The actors then negotiate with each other on the available options of the proposed value
proposition to find the best possible outcome for them, social skills rather than the
technical skills play a vital role in negotiation (Lusch and Vargo, 2014; Pera, Occhiocupo
and Clarke, 2016). Cannas (2018) has argued that negotiation is the key element of
economical collaboration, where value creation is ensured after mitigating the possibility
of value-destruction (Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016). Martinez and Jackson
(2015) have argued that negotiation based on capital (economic, social, symbolic and
cultural) increment is an option for collaboration. The contractual agreement between the
entities also imposed after effective negotiation to mobilize the expectations of
beneficiaries (Sarker et al., 2012). In fact, most of the conflicting cases of interest are
solved by compromising and negotiating modes of collaboration (Cannas, 2018).
The last collaborative mode is the feedback session. Feedback can be constructed from
both involved parties, the providers and the beneficiaries. Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2013)
have stated that the provider needs to create a trustworthy environment by allowing
everyone within the session to provide their ideas and plan, the sessions will be open
dialogue basis where everyone will have the rights to share their thoughts as feedback.
Wells et al. (2015) mentioned the feedback session as a method of getting insights from
the beneficiaries. To justify whether the beneficiaries are happy with the offered service
or not. Again, the beneficiary's insights are valuable information for further service
development after understanding their emotional state about the offerings (Hsieh, 2015).
4.2.3 Available Resource Types
For these collaborative modes, involved stakeholders contribute by providing their
resources and expect better value in returns. All involved stakeholders are considered as
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resource integrators (Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016; Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke,
2016), where the invested resources can be far beyond the traditional exchanges of goods
and money (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014). The integrated resources can be either
tangible or intangible (Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016). Grönroos and Gummerus
(2014) have provided a more clear classification of resources by dividing the involved
resources within two discrete classes: operand and operant resources. According to them,
operant resources are intangible, these resources are required to operate and activate the
tangible or operand resources. Types of available resources are given in the table below.
Table 9. Types of resources to utilize within the VCC process
Resources types Available resources
Operant (intangible) Knowledge, skills, existing relationship, experience,
organizational capabilities, and competencies
Operand (tangible) Social and economic entities, employees, stakeholders,
monetary instruments and goods.
The operant resources are the individual’s knowledge and skills, existing relationship,
experience, organizational capabilities and competencies (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Kinnula et al., 2018), these are the most crucial resources for achieving competitive
advantages (Vargo and Lusch, 2008a). Where, the operand resources are generally
represented by goods and monetary instruments (Vargo and Lusch, 2004a). Later, Line,
Runyan and Padron (2018) and Vargo and Lusch (2008a) have added social and economic
actors, suppliers, beneficiaries and employees to the list of operand resources. Depending
on the usage of resources, the operant resources can be considered as operand resources
sometimes (Yngfalk, 2013). Roncha and Thomas (2016) have further considered the time
required for collaboration as an important resource that is invested by different entities.
The involved actors within the network context offer all of these resources to fulfill the
needs and expectations of the collaboration (Fedorenko and Berthon, 2017).
4.2.4 Possible Value indicators
The motivation for collaborating within the VCC process comes from the expectation of
value outcome from the process. The potential value drivers of expectation have already
been discussed in the previous section of the chapter, this section will be focused on the
possible value outcomes of collaborative VCC process and how to indicate those
outcomes. This is the final stage of the collaborative process, where the outcomes
motivate the stakeholders to engage within the VCC process. In some cases, the value
outcomes can also be the value drivers of the next collaboration. All the identified
possible value indicators of the VCC process are provided in the table below.
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Table 10.  Possible value indicators of the VCC process
Value Indicating Dimensions Value factors Published articles
Economic indicators
Value expectation,
entrepreneurial success,
profit increasing, improved
ROI, increasing cash
flows, financial target
achievements, cost
savings
Shams and Kaufmann, 2016;
Frow and Payne, 2011;
Nudurupati et al., 2015; Hong
and Lee, 2015; Grandy and
Levit, 2015; Martinez and
Jackson, 2015; Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014
Experiential
indicators
Symbolic
Psychological
(accomplishment, pride,
reputation, and goodwill)
Seo, 2013; Grandy and Levit,
2015; Cannas, 2018; Martinez
and Jackson, 2015
Emotional
Hedonic (enjoyment,
entertainment, nostalgia,
evangelizing)
Kinnula et al., 2018; Wiltshier
and Clarke, 2016; Suryana,
Mayangsari and Novani, 2017;
Cannas, Argiolas and
Cabiddu, 2018; Grandy and
Levit, 2015
Relational
indicators
Interpersonal
Partnership,
empowerment, loyalty,
status, and reputation
Thiruvattal, 2017; Martinez and
Jackson, 2015; Sarker et al.,
2012; Ranjan and Read, 2016;
Hsieh, 2015; Gur u, 2009
Social
Fostering a relationship
with the community,
policymaking, self-
attachment, goodwill,
belongingness/legitimacy,
improved facility
Altinay, Sigala and Waligo,
2016; Reypens, Lievens and
Blazevic, 2016; Thiruvattal,
2017; Grandy and Levit, 2015;
Sarker et al., 2012
Environmental indicators
Societal justice, social
legitimacy, environmental
awareness and fostering
CSR
Line, Runyan and Padron,
2018; Kruger et al., 2018;
Martinez and Jackson, 2015;
Arnold, 2017
Indicators of intellectual
capital
Synergistic integration of
available intellectual
properties, entrepreneurial
success, knowledge
acquiring, know-how,
education on technological
innovation, creativity, and
market
Reypens, Lievens and
Blazevic, 2016; Pedrosa,
2009; Sarmah and Rahman,
2017; Kinnula et al., 2018;
Sarker et al., 2012; Shams and
Kaufmann, 2016
Indicators of overall
performance
Organizational growth and
effectiveness, lead-time
and inventory reduction,
stakeholder management,
improved working
environment, solving
problems and conflicts
Nudurupati et al., 2015; Line,
Runyan and Padron, 2018;
Shams and Kaufmann, 2016;
Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Grandy and Levit, 2015
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Indicators of
societal
welfare and
well-being
Eudemonic
Literacy, health, shelter,
harmony, support, and
respect
Martinez and Jackson, 2015;
Gur u, 2009; Hepi et al., 2017
Hedonic Happiness, satisfaction,absence of negative
feelings
Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Pedrosa, 2009; Ranjan and
Read, 2016; Hepi et al., 2017;
Gur u, 2009
Indicators of the knowledge
on surroundings
Awareness, identifying
potential opportunities and
threats, organizational
boundaries
Recalde and García, 2017;
Yngfalk, 2013; Mills, Purchase
and Parry, 2013
Strategical indicators Competitiveness,sustainability, long-term
partnership, organizational
goals
Kirah, 2009; Iglesias, Ind and
Alfaro, 2013; Haaranen and
Nisar, 2011
Functional indicators
Improved benefits and
novelty, quality and
functionalities of the
service, achieve
satisfaction and credibility
in the relationship
Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014;
Grace and Iacono, 2015;
Cannas, 2018; Frow and
Payne, 2011; Helm and Jones,
2010
Economic Indicators
The value outcomes of the VCC process have been discussed within diverse categories,
economic aspects, experiential aspects, relational aspects, environmental aspects, overall
performance, knowledge about the surroundings and trends and intellectual capital
aspects. While considering the economic indicator of VCC outcome, Frow and Payne
(2011) have argued that it is not about profit maximization always, as if the focus is solely
on profit maximization, it might negatively impact the other mentioned categories. They
have stated that the focus of the VCC outcome should be based on increasing profit, not
maximizing. The outcome of profit increment can be justified by evaluating the total
offerings, the return of investment (ROI), increment in cashflows, saving costs and finally
by achieving the financial target (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014; Nudurupati et al., 2015;
Grandy and Levit, 2015; Shams and Kaufmann, 2016). Nudurupati et al. (2015) have
argued that systematic VCC process implementation ensures the efficient use of core and
non-core resources after reducing the total expenditure. Frow and Payne (2011) have
suggested that financial feedback sessions can be a justifiable approach to evaluate the
economic outcome.
Experiential Indicators
As regards Kinnula et al. (2018) and Gur u (2009), the beneficiaries of the VCC process
determine the value outcomes through their experience. While considering the
experiential outcomes, it can be either symbolic or emotional (Grandy and Levit, 2015).
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The sense of belongingness, connectedness, and the welcoming environment represent
the emotional experience of the stakeholder’s within the collaboration (Grandy and Levit,
2015), whereas, the psychological meaning of value (status, aesthetic or self-identity)
represents the symbolic experience (Cannas, 2018; Seo, 2013). The outcome of emotional
experience is generally related to the hedonic benefits (enjoyment, entertainment, fun,
nostalgia or pleasure) (Suryana, Mayangsari and Novani, 2017; Kinnula et al., 2018).
Discussing new ideas on development or improvement with other entities can be
delightful, which in return motivates them to participate in the VCC process (Suryana,
Mayangsari and Novani, 2017). Again, by collaborating within the VCC process, the
involved stakeholders can establish their reputation and goodwill, it will enhance their
accomplishment and pride (Martinez and Jackson, 2015; Seo, 2013). Cannas, Argiolas
and Cabiddu (2018) have claimed that reputation enhancement and relationship buildings
are the prime motives to engage within the VCC process.
Relational Indicators
Similar to the identified value drivers within relational aspects, the value outcomes of the
specified stream can also be divided into interpersonal and social aspects. The involved
actors build mutual trust and credibility after combining their knowledge to sustain
through building a partnership among them (Gur u, 2009). Loyalty among the
relationship is a competitive advantage obtained from the interpersonal relationship
(Thiruvattal, 2017). The possible outcome for interpersonal relationships is achieving
superior status or reputation among others (Hsieh, 2015). This relationship offers the
empowerment of the involved actors to play an active role (Ranjan and Read, 2016).
Cannas (2018) have argued trust, openness, and reciprocity propose the needed
mechanisms for social-relational aspects. Better relationships with the community/
differentiation can be achieved by VCC collaboration, where belongingness/legitimacy,
improved facilities, self-attachment, goodwill and joint meaning of making are the
possible outcomes (Martinez and Jackson, 2015; Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014; Grandy
and Levit, 2015; Sarker et al., 2012; Altinay, Sigala and Waligo, 2016). VCC process
fosters the social relationship with the societal community (Reypens, Lievens and
Blazevic, 2016; Martinez and Jackson, 2015), which ultimately results in policymaking,
efficient infrastructure, and tools identifying for social engagement (Craveiro and Albano,
2017).  Overall, an efficient relationship acts as a governance procedure for the VCC
process (Thiruvattal, 2017).
Environmental Indicators
The consideration of multiple stakeholder’s involvement within the social and
environmental aspects has increased drastically within the last decade (Kruger et al.,
2018). The knowledge from the stakeholder’s experience network assists to ensure the
maximum utilization of energy by increasing environmental awareness and building a
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sense of belonging towards the society (Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018). The potential
outcome of this approach is achieving societal justice after ensuring corporate social
responsibility (CSR) (Kruger et al., 2018; Arnold, 2017). The organization capture the
trust, reputation and social legitimacy among the government and societal stakeholders
(Martinez and Jackson, 2015; Kruger et al., 2018).
Indicators of Intellectual Capital
One possible outcome of the VCC process is the synergistic integration of available
intellectual properties among the involved entities for collaboration (Sarker et al., 2012).
Thus, the stakeholders get the possibility to collaborate with others and learn new
knowledge and know-how, they will get the opportunity to access to capabilities at no or
very reasonable expense (Pedrosa, 2009; Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016; Kinnula
et al., 2018). The actors will be benefited by receiving education on innovation and
creativity, the knowledge can be based on technological developments, market insights
of managerial practices (Sarmah and Rahman, 2017; Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic,
2016). Shams and Kaufmann (2016) have stated that participating effectively in the VCC
process offers a sturdy option for social and intellectual capital, which in return ensures
entrepreneurial success. However, the integration of beneficiaries as co-developer raises
the property rights issue (Sarmah and Rahman, 2017). Thus, appropriate IP rights are
needed to secure competitive know-how by the organization (Sarker et al., 2012).
Indicators of Overall Performance
The multi-stakeholder’s collaboration within the VCC process also offers cohesiveness
in the working environment, efficiency in resource management, adaptability and support
from other stakeholders, which in result provide organizational effectiveness and growth
(Grandy and Levit, 2015). Jaakkola and Alexander (2014) have claimed that VCC ensures
a better working environment by ensuring better communication/relation among the
involved actors. Again, as a result of continuous collaboration among them, VCC assists
to reduce the lead-time of production and ensures efficient resource management by
allowing fast and effective decision-making (Nudurupati et al., 2015; Shams and
Kaufmann, 2016). Finally, the overall possibility of achieving competitive advantages is
incremented by the enhancement of the firm’s performance (Line, Runyan and Padron,
2018).
Indicators of Societal welfare and well-being
Welfare and wellbeing are other measures to conceptualize collaborative value outcomes
(Leavy, 2014). The wellbeing phenomenon indicates happiness among the related entities
involved in the VCC process. Beneficiaries are now more focused on life-changing
experiences rather than getting economic benefits only (Gur u, 2009). As regards to Hepi
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et al. (2017), two types of outcomes can be possible in this stream, eudemonic and
hedonic. Eudemonic outcomes can be reducing literacy, providing shelter, support,
harmony in living, power, mutual respect and social networks (Hepi et al., 2017).
Organizations are now seen to invest highly to improve the welfare and wellbeing
(education, health, shelter or support) of the involved beneficiaries (Martinez and
Jackson, 2015). On the other hand, hedonic wellbeing outcomes are related to happiness
in living, satisfaction in life without the presence of any negative effects like fear, tension,
stress or strain (Hepi et al., 2017). Where collaborative VCC process has proved its
footprints by increasing the satisfaction of stakeholders (Gur u, 2009; Pedrosa, 2009;
Ranjan and Read, 2016).
Indicators of the Knowledge on Surroundings
While involving in VCC collaboration, the actors also earn the opportunity to interact
with the surroundings. Mills and Razmdoost (2016) have argued that the holistic view of
collaboration is to understand the boundaries of the organization and identify the major
participants from the surroundings. This approach will assist to identify the potential
threats which can have destructive influences on the effectiveness of interactions (like
governmental regulation, political influences, and resistance among societal stakeholders
and supporters) (Yngfalk, 2013). The overall awareness about the surroundings after
identifying the potential risks will be ensured (Recalde and García, 2017). The actors can
also identity the available opportunities for interaction by utilizing knowledge on the
surroundings (Recalde and García, 2017).
Strategical Indicators
Leaders of today have understood that the firm cannot work in isolation, they need to find
an effective strategy to build a long-term relationship with the key actors for sustainability
(Kirah, 2009). Iglesias, Ind and Alfaro (2013) have also argued that the level of
commitment and empowerment determine the competitiveness of the firm. Firms need to
align various stakeholder’s interests within the VCC strategy development for achieving
organizational goals (Haaranen and Nisar, 2011). Below in Figure 15, all the possible
value outcomes along with the value variables are provided.
Functional Indicators
The functional outcomes of value are related to the performance and quality of the offered
service or products (Grace and Iacono, 2015; Frow and Payne, 2011). With the motivation
of the need for improvements, stakeholder’s involvement in product or design
development after combining the tangible and intangible resources proposes increment in
functional benefits and novelty (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014), desired quality and
performance (Grace and Iacono, 2015; Cannas, 2018). This ultimately results in the
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satisfaction of functional benefits and credibility in a relationship (Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014; Cannas, 2018). Below in Figure 15, all the possible value indicators are
provided.
Possible value indicators of the VCC process.
The figure above is prepared after collecting all the potential value outcomes of the VCC
process based on the context of collaboration from stakeholder’s perspectives. From the
figure, it can be depicted that the value outcomes of the VCC process lie within several
variables. Usually, it is the combination of several outcomes from different variables that
indicate the fulfillment of involved actor’s expectations. Kinnula et al. (2018) have further
stated that the value outcomes can be “intended” or even “unintended”, as unintended
outcomes can also appear from the collaboration as a surprise that is not anticipated
before. All of these value indicators combine fosters the long-term relationship among
the involved actors for achieving competitive advantages in a particular industry.
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Value Indicators
Continuous Collaboration
and Interaction
5. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE VCC
PROCESS
Value is no longer embedded within the products, as value is co-created through
continuous collaboration between stakeholders by exchanging or integrating resources
for mutual betterment (Grönroos and Voima, 2013; Gur u, 2009). It is an era of
stakeholder unifying towards the VCC process (Lusch and Webster, 2011). However,
stakeholder’s viewpoints and expectations may differ from each-other (Mills and
Razmdoost, 2016). This point of conflict requires an effective approach towards fostering
collaboration by enhancing cooperation, communication, and ideation (Yang and Sung,
2016). The role of value drivers and indicators within the VCC process is provided in the
figure below.
Role of value drivers and indicators within the VCC process.
The expected value from the VCC process motivates the stakeholders to engage within
collaboration with others (Pedrosa, 2009; Suryana, Mayangsari and Novani, 2017). There
are no business entities who are self-sufficient, they collaborate among each-other for
achieving the pre-selected mutual objectives based on expected value (Jaakkola and
Alexander, 2014). Thus, determining the stakeholder’s expectations is the very first step
of an effective VCC process. However, the value expectations of stakeholders vary at a
great degree and sometimes it is very difficult to identify the mutual objectives (Näsholm
and Blomquist, 2015; Busacca and Padula, 2005), as expected value of one stakeholder
can be the reason of value destruction for others (Babin and James, 2010). Yngfalk (2013)
has argued that value co-destruction can occur if there is any misuse of integrated
resources while collaboration. On the other hand, Mills and Razmdoost (2016) have
argued value co-destruction as the reason for misjudgment of stakeholder’s expectations
from the VCC. Their argument is focused on the multifaced dimensions of value
expectations. Most often the conflicts of interest occur in between economic and other
dimensions of value expectations. For example, one business entity might consider
economic factors over other factors for ensuring maximum profit, however, the involved
Expected Value
Modes of collaboration
Resources Resources
Focal
Organization
Involved
StakeholdersBeneficiaries
Value Drivers
Realized value
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environmental entities will prioritize the societal justice instead of profit. Thus, based on
the context of collaboration, the business organization needs to identify the key value
elements/drivers to understand stakeholder’s value expectations from the VCC process
and trigger those value drivers to ensure their active participation within the process.
After determining the expected mutual goals from the VCC, the stakeholders collaborate
by following several collaborative approaches and share their resources to achieve
competitive advantages. Similar to the value elements, the realized value of the VCC
process or the outcomes also appear in different forms for different stakeholders. The
focal organization will act as a facilitator of the VCC process and provide the needed
platform for effective collaboration (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2013). To understand and
develop a theoretical VCC framework, the author has identified the potential value
drivers, along with modes of collaboration and types of available resources, finally, the
author has provided possible value outcomes as the realized value of VCC after
conducting a thorough examination of existing literature.
A complete theoretical framework of the VCC process from multi-stakeholder’s
perspectives is provided in Figure 17 below. The proposed VCC framework has been
built after conducting thorough research on the existing literature on the VCC process
between the timeframe of the last decade. All the value elements and value outcomes are
collected cautiously after examining under the light of stakeholder’s engagement within
the VCC process.
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A Theoretical Framework of the VCC process.
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As regards to the proposed framework, the process initiates after identifying the value
drivers, which results in stakeholder’s value expectations from the collaboration. It can
be easily depicted from the framework that many variables are relevant for the
determination of potentials value drivers. The identified variables are, economic,
experiential, social, relational, functional, characteristics of the interactive platform,
environmental, intellectual capital, strategic vision, leadership and power and interest of
the stakeholders. Many researchers have used one or more of these variables in different
contexts. For example, the societal stakeholders are more concerned about environmental
factors than other factors (Jurietti, Mandelli and Fuduri , 2017; Arnold, 2017), whereas,
investors are concerned about economic factors (Nudurupati et al., 2015). Some
mentioned economic variables are the easiest and most effective value driver for
motivating stakeholders (Pedrosa, 2009; Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018), while Grace
and Iacono (2015) have mentioned not only economic but also emotional, social and
functional aspects are the key-value variables for socio-structural relationship. On the
other hand, while discussing general multi-stakeholder’s perspectives, Frow and Payne
(2011) have argued that the economic, functional, social and emotional variables are the
prime value variables. Similarly, some have mentioned relational and building reputation
among others can be the key motivators (Hsieh, 2015; Cannas, Argiolas and Cabiddu,
2018). Thus, the value variables are interchangeable based on the context of collaboration.
Fostering stakeholder’s engagement by triggering a single value driver is a rare scenario.
Usually, it is a combination of different value drivers from different value variables. It is
justifiable to understand and identify the value drivers before the collaboration happens
to avoid any conflicts. Keeping these aspects in mind, the author has identified more than
sixty value drivers, who have the potential to act as motivators for stakeholder’s active
engagement within the collaborative VCC process.
After identifying the potential value drivers for a specific collaboration, it is time to
determine the collaborative mode and available resources for the collaboration.
Collaboration is the very basis of the VCC process, where the focal firm act as a facilitator
of value (Ramaswamy, 2010). The author has identified seven types of collaborative
modes from the existing literature review, they are co-developing/co-producing, co-
designing, coordination, consultation, compromising, negotiation and feedback. It is hard
to depict which approach or combination is the best, it depends on what the priority is.
The prioritization of stakeholders is based on existing relationships, along with power and
interests or legitimacy over the collaboration (Mathur et al., 2007; Mayangsari and
Novani, 2015; Line, Runyan and Padron, 2018; Rhodes et al., 2014; Sarker et al., 2012;
Wells et al., 2015). By following this approach, the firm will identify the most important
and the less important stakeholders for collaboration. Then based on the importance and
value expectations of the stakeholders the collaboration will be placed. Among the
collaborative modes, co-developing/co-producing, co-designing and coordination is
system or process-based (Best et al., 2018); where, consultation, compromising,
negotiation and feedback is communication-based (Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016;
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Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016; Wells et al., 2015). The process or system-based
collaboration ensures assisting each-other, forming synergies and augmenting the service
or product offerings (Jaakkola and Alexander, 2014; Roncha and Thomas, 2016; Wells et
al., 2015). Where, the consultation acts as advocacy of the VCC process by providing
required suggestions and compromising represents an individual’s tolerance of accepting
less from the VCC process (Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016). There is no solution
that will fit all, similarly, VCC is not about winning, it is rather a collaborative approach
for both parties win. There will be compromise and negotiation for solving conflicts of
interest for mutual betterment (Cannas, 2018; Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016; Wells
et al., 2015; Martinez and Jackson, 2015). Lastly, the feedback for ensuring collaboration
success or indicating any further improvement of the process (Wells et al., 2015; Hsieh,
2015). Open dialogue is a must criterion for successful collaboration, along with trust,
loyalty, and respects among all involved actors (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2013).
As discussed above, the collaboration among the involved stakeholders aims to exchange
or integrate their resources for mutual betterment (Grönroos and Voima, 2013; Grönroos
and Ravald, 2011; Gur u, 2009). All the actors act as resource integrators within the VCC
process (Reypens, Lievens and Blazevic, 2016). Two types of resources are available for
offering, operant, and operand (Grönroos and Gummerus, 2014), where the operant
resources determine the competitive position of the organization (Vargo and Lusch,
2004a). Related to this, Yngfalk (2013) have argued that the activation of operant
resources will be more acute when there is a collaborative approach towards achieving
mutual objectives. Thus, the VCC approach ensures the maximum utilization of resources
for obtaining competitive advantages through effective collaboration.
The last stage of the proposed VCC framework is to realize the co-created value. This is
the most complex part of the framework where the involved organization usually fails to
determine the realize value, as most of the generated value is in intangible form and
realization by measuring the value is difficult (Helander, Kärkkäinen and Jussila, 2014).
Moreover, sometimes the generated value can be realized after a long period of time from
the collaboration which imposes more complexity on realization. The author has proposed
different value indicators based on the most potential value variables for determining the
value outcomes of value realization. Similar to the identified value drivers, the dominant
variables of value indicator also vary with the context of collaboration.
The identified variables for indicating value generations from the VCC process are
economic, experiential, functional, relational, environmental, overall performance,
intellectual capital, social welfare and wellbeing, knowledge on the surroundings and
strategic vision from the collaboration. The economic value drivers (e.g. dividend, salary,
bonuses, incentives and cost savings) motivate the involved actors to play an active role
within VCC, which results in profit increment, improved ROI, meeting
monetary/financial targets and ensuring entrepreneurial success. The symbolic
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experiential value drivers can be realized from the indication of an individual’s
psychological outcomes (status, self-identity, accomplishment, and pride), where the
emotional drivers result in hedonic outcomes (enjoyment, entertainment, fun, and
pleasure) from the VCC process. The realization of functional value outcomes (improved
novelty, quality, and functionalities of the offerings and satisfaction and credibility on the
relationship) comes from the motive of functional drivers (expected quality, performance,
functionalities and usefulness). Next, the relational value drivers pave the opportunity for
stakeholders to realize the value of ensuring robust interpersonal or social relationships.
As the case for environmental value generations, fostering corporate social responsibility,
evaluation of societal justice and legitimacy can be the outcomes. The outcomes of the
firm’s overall performance result from the whole VCC collaboration process, where all
the identified value drivers can act as motivators. The value from intellectual capital
generation realized after the motivation of acquiring knowledge on service offerings,
innovation or individual creativity. Again, the societal value elements are responsible for
triggering the outcome of social welfare and well-being, which can be either hedonic or
eudemonic. The outcomes of an effective VCC process can also be realized from the
effectiveness of the firm’s long-term strategic policy, like achieving competitiveness,
sustainability or long-term relationship with stakeholders. Depending on the
stakeholder’s expectations, the firm needs to define the dominant variables for offering,
and the firm will act as a facilitator of ensuring maximum value generation by solving
conflicts of interests of the stakeholders.
It can be stated that the value drivers are directly determinant of the possible value
outcomes from the VCC process. In fact, some of the value drivers are also positioned as
value indicators, especially for the social and relational variables (e.g. status, reputation,
belongingness, identity, trust, and long-term relationship). Other value elements, like
quality, functionalities, performance or societal justice can also be noticed as value
drivers and value indicators. The prime motive here is the enjoyment or experience that
the VCC process is promised to provide among all the involved stakeholders (Kinnula et
al., 2018). Jaakkola and Alexander (2014) have also stated that some of the value
outcomes, like the satisfaction from the collaborative relationship, along with trust and
commitment can be both the value drivers and value outcomes of the VCC process.
Ramaswamy (2009b) has argued that the VCC process is a cyclic process, where the
outcomes from the collaboration can be the value drivers for the next potential VCC
process. The process generates trust and commitment among the stakeholders and also
stakeholder’s loyalty towards the organization, which motivates the both entities to
engage within the collaboration.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
This thesis is the result of research on the existing literature published within the VCC
process from the stakeholder’s perspectives for the last decade. The purpose herein is to
increase the understanding of the consequences of stakeholder’s active participation
within the collaborative VCC process. After conducting a systematic literature review on
the pre-selected 145 published articles, this study proposes an approach for motivating
stakeholders to ensure their active participation in the collaboration. This paper
contributes to the ongoing discussion on the effectiveness of the VCC process.
A distinct upward trend of the total publication number within the VCC-concept has been
noticed from the review part of this paper. Thus, it is justifiable to examine the
stakeholder's perspectives in the specified stream for documentation of the findings in
one place and determine which aspects need to be studied further. Though the multi-
stakeholders involvement plays an immensely vital role on the succession of VCC process
(Darškuvien  and Bendoraitien , 2014), most of the researches have been built after
focusing on consumers involvement as the main criterion (Agrawal, Kaushik and
Rahman, 2015; Pera, Occhiocupo and Clarke, 2016; Nudurupati et al., 2015).
The theoretical background part of the paper has provided insights about stakeholder’s
motive for engaging within collaborative VCC process relies on their expectations. The
complexity raises as the forms of expectations can be present as numerous forms, as
fulfilling only the monetary expectation is not enough (Pedrosa, 2009; Fedorenko and
Berthon, 2017). Furthermore, the expectations of one individual can be conflicting with
other’s expectations in multi-stakeholders ' perspectives. Though it is a very ticklish
challenge for every focal company to validate the mutual expectations, determining the
common goals from the VCC process is of utmost importance for its succession. In
response to this challenge, the findings of this paper propose a theoretical VCC
framework to understand the stakeholder’s expectations within the collaborative process.
After conducting a thorough literature review, the author has identified the potential value
drivers which act as the motive for effective collaboration, also the relation among those
identified value drivers has been demonstrated. Depending on the context of
collaboration, the dominant variable will be varied. After determining the mutual value
expectations, the involved actors initiate the collaboration based on the available
collaborative options for them. The collaboration happens by negotiation, making a
compromise and continuous feedback among stakeholders and firms. Based on the
identified resources from the findings of this paper, the collaborative actors exchange or
integrate their resources for mutual betterment. Finally, stakeholders achieve their
expected value from the VCC process as possible value outcomes. The author has also
provided possible value outcomes from the collaborative VCC process.
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6.1 Theoretical Contributions
This study offers several important contributions towards the theoretical aspects of the
evolution of the VCC concept. By answering the research questions, the findings of the
paper stretch the current thoughts on multi-stakeholders perspectives. Firstly, this study
has disclosed the key motives and the antecedents of those key motives as value drivers
for understanding the stakeholder’s expectations. In addition, the dependency on those
value drivers on the context of collaboration has also been criticized. This is the very first
approach where all the possible value drivers have been identified in relation to the
potential value variables. Secondly, the study has also argued on the possibilities of
expectational conflicts that might emerge while collaboration and the paper have
proposed ways to develop mutual goals after mitigating those conflicts by negotiation and
making compromises. As the VCC process is not solely about winning, it is a
collaborative approach towards both parties win. Thirdly, the study has also identified
different coordinating modes of continuous collaboration for exchanging or integrating
resources (operand or operant) among them with a view to mutual betterment. The
collaborative VCC process then leads to potential value outcomes. Similar to the
identified value drivers, value outcomes can also be dependent on numerous value
variables. The outcome from the collaboration is the fulfillment of stakeholder’s
expectations from the process, which motivates them to engage within the VCC process
repeatedly. VCC is a cyclic process of value generations and value capturing after
ensuring multi-stakeholder participation. Lastly, the findings of this study propose a
holistic methodology for understanding the collaborative VCC process after leveraging
the value from the stakeholder’s expectations.
6.2 Managerial Implications
The findings of this study also provide numerous important potentialities for managerial
implementation. Firstly, the proposed framework can be considered as a managerial tool
for stakeholder’s management. The framework will offer a holistic view of understanding
the impacts of stakeholder’s active participation within the organizational goals. The
managers will get the opportunity to understand the value expectations of involved actors,
which will assist them to manage the conflicting value expectations and outcomes from
the process. The findings will also support the manager in motivating the stakeholders for
ensuring maximum engagement. Secondly, the proposed framework will be an assistant
for the managers to make effective decisions through a collaborative approach regarding
any complex problem. As involved entities are informed through continuous
collaboration, resource management will be more optimized, and the existing relationship
will also be robust. Furthermore, the framework will also provide information regarding
any existing bottlenecks within the process, which might cause unexpected outcomes.
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6.3 Limitations and Scopes of Further Research
Though this study has provided valuable insights within multi-stakeholder perspectives
in the collaborative VCC process. This study has some of its own limitations that also
need to be taken into consideration while examining the findings. Due to the limited total
number of selected articles for reviewing, the author has imposed a ten-years (2009-2018)
perspective. Thus, the findings of this paper are the result of reviewing articles that have
been published within that timeframe. Any article before or after the specified time period
has been dispelled. However, some important articles might have been missed due to this
selection approach. Several relevant articles have been noticed especially in recent times
(such as articles published in 2019), but they are not taken into consideration while
developing the paper. Thus, the findings can be distorted at a negligible degree. Again, to
increase the credibility of the paper, only the published scientific articles have been
considered; books, book chapters, internet, conference papers or any kind of dissertation
paper have been excluded. Though this approach has incremented the trustworthiness of
this study, it might also result in the missing of some key emerging criteria in the findings.
Lastly, this study has been developed focusing on the stakeholder’s participation within
diverse streams of the VCC process. More in-depth research could be conducted if the
focusing streams were fixed for stakeholder’s engagement.
The findings of this study have provided the needed platform for developing current
thoughts on the VCC process from multi-stakeholders perspectives. As a suggestion for
future researches, the proposed theoretical framework can be examined in different
contexts with a different scenario to evaluate the outcomes. Different research methods,
e.g. quantitative analysis can be utilized for measuring the collaborative value to
reconceptualize the findings in a wider prospect. Again, every identified value element
and their impacts on the final value outcomes, and the dependency between the identified
value elements can be further examined in empirical studies in different contexts.
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8. APPENDIX
Table 11. Existing articles based on conceptual paper within VCC stream
Author(s);
Year
Research
Contexts
Theoretical
Framework
Findings
Gur u (2009) B2B & B2C Flexibility within SD-logic and
VCC process
Flexibility in stakeholder’s
participation, interaction and
implementation can speed-up the
VCC process with greater value
generation.
Kirah (2009) Business
organizations
Uncertainly of the current
business world
Criteria for successful VCC
implementation and how VCC can
fit-in by fulfilling specific criteria.
Desai (2010) Actors within
value networks
VCC framework; adaptive
leadership and the role of
interactive technologies in
VCC.
How diverse actors can engage
themselves within the VCC
process.
Helm and
Jones (2010)
Industry
Branding
Brand experience as VCC
practice; Value Based
Management (VBM);
Relationship between Value
Chain and Strategic
Management Theory.
Emphasizes the need for more
sophisticated conceptualization
and measurement procedures for
the brand experience of the VCC
process.
Ng (2010) B2B, B2C Pricing and revenue model in
relation to VCC approach
Importance of pricing and revenue
model update in relation to the
VCC process.
Frow and
Payne (2011)
B2B, B2C Value proposition; VCC and
SD-logic; stakeholder analysis
Five steps approach of identifying
key stakeholders and initiating the
VCC process by this approach.
Haaranen and
Nisar (2011)
Business
securitization
firms
Business securitization;
stakeholder’s role in VCC and
business securitization
How patent, contract management
or other legal issues support
stakeholder participation within the
VCC process for business
securitization.
Juntunen
(2012)
Branding in
start-ups
Corporate branding;
stakeholder involvement
Stakeholder’s involvement in
corporate branding before and
after the firm is established.
Stenroos and
Jaakkola
(2012)
Knowledge-
intensive
business firms
VCC process; resource
management
A tentative framework of VCC by
problem-solving activities; utilizing
VCC as a managerial tool for
critical resource allocation.
Lee, Olson
and Trimi
(2012)
Innovative
firms
Megatrends in global business;
the evolution of co-innovation
How the forms of innovation (4.0)
have emerged in relation to the
VCC process.
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Iglesias, Ind
and Alfaro
(2013)
Corporate
branding
Brand VCC including the role of
employees, manager, and
stakeholders
Need for an open and flexible
leadership for brand VCC;
conceptual VCC framework for
corporate branding.
Korschun and
Du (2013)
B2B
organizations
CSR and dialogue within CSR;
value generation by practicing
CSR dialogue
How collaborative value can be
generated within the CSR context
by practicing effective dialogue.
Ramaswamy
and Chopra
(2014)
Vehicle
manufacturer,
India
VCC concept, challenges, and
benefits
Six stages of implementing VCC
thinking within B2B organizations.
DeFillippi and
Roser (2014)
B2B, B2C VCC framework development
from the stakeholders’
perspective
Implementing the VCC process by
stakeholders’ active participation
and identifying the benefits.
Bhalla (2014) The actor’s
within the
value chain
Descriptive analysis of involved
activities within the VCC
process
5-stage conceptual VCC
framework from stakeholders’
perception for innovative firms.
Enquist,
Johnson and
Rönnbäck
(2015)
Business
organization
Business excellence 2.0; VCC
and stakeholder involvement
within sustainability and
Corporate Social Response
(CSR)
Co-relation among three business
excellence models: Baldrige,
EFQM and SIQ; where the
Baldrige model can be utilized for
measuring profit or economic
measure and EFQM is suitable for
non-profit entities (e.g. public).
Grace and
Lacono (2015)
Firm’s
employees
Defining values and identifying
the actors within VCC
Identifying the value elements of
employees’ involvement within
VCC; also identifying the value
stimuli and need gratification of the
relationship.
Martinez and
Jackson
(2015)
Football clubs
of English
Premier
League
Conceptual PASCEL
framework on collaborative
VCC approach; Leader Plus
Team (LPT) for governing VCC
Conceptual framework (PASCEL)
on the VCC approach within
greater societal and economic
aspects from stakeholder’s
involvement.
Shams and
Kaufmann
(2016)
B2B VCC from the entrepreneur’s
perspectives and stakeholder’s
relationship management
Understanding entrepreneurs’
influences on enhancing VCC by
reinforcing stakeholders’
relationships.
Kennedy and
Guzmán
(2016)
B2C SD-logic; brand identity and
VCC
Value drivers and indications from
organizational and consumers’
perspectives toward brand VCC.
Ranjan and
Read (2016)
B2B and B2C Dimensions of VCC; evaluation
of VCC concept
Identifying two key dimensions of
VCC (co-production and ViU) and
elements of those dimensions:
Knowledge, experience,
personalization, equity,
interaction, and relationship.
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Singaraju et al.
(2016)
B2B and B2C Resource integration within
multi-stakeholder’s
perspectives
Utilizing social media for
integrating resources within
complex networks.
Suryana,
Mayangsari
and Novani
(2017)
Indonesian
hijab fashion
industry
Customers motivation, phases
of virtual VCC
Key drivers (learning, social
integration and hedonic) for
motivating customers’
engagement within VCC.
Fedorenko
and Berthon
(2017)
Crowdsourcing
participants
Crowdsourcing as a resource-
based innovation; VCC within
stakeholders’ network
Factors of stakeholders’
engagement in VCC: experiential
value and identity value are the
prime means of value outcome.
Craveiro and
Albano (2017)
Government
and citizens
Co-creation process;
intermediaries’ role within
Open Government Data
innovation
Intermediaries/stakeholder’s role
in the VCC process from the
Governmental Open Data. Value
drivers of societal relation:
involved challenges and possible
outcomes.
Heredia rojas,
Liu and Lu
(2018)
Engineering
and
construction
industries
Key factors of VCC; VCC and
project performance
Existing correlation among VCC
and project performance;
identifying the modes of VCC and
positive influence of project
uncertainties on VCC approach.
Table 12. Existing articles based on case study within VCC stream
Author(s);
Year
Research
Contexts
Theoretical
Framework
Findings
Ramaswamy
(2009b)
B2B & B2C VCC within the organization
level
Advantages of VCC within the
organizational and individual level;
case companies are Nike+,
Crushpad, Starbucks and Caja
Navarra Bank.
Ramaswamy
(2010)
Innovative
organizations
VCC within global innovative
firms.
VCC practices within two innovative
firms: “Orange”-French telecom
firm and “Cisco”-California
networking captures competitive
advantages.
Stucky et al.
(2011)
B2B IT-firms Governance of resources and
actualization VCC outcome
Value proposition and service
agreement can mislead the VCC
process in the absence of proper
governance.
Hienerth, Keinz
and Lettl
(2011)
B2C Introduction of the user-
centric model business
model; Challenges of VCC
Identifying critical success
elements and strategies to adapt
VCC in established firms.
Johansen and
Andersen
(2012)
Corporate
firms
Integration within integrated
marketing communication
and corporate marketing
Conceptualizing integration as an
effective tool for the VCC process
by listening to market, self-
reflection, and co-development.
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Kieliszewski,
Maglio and
Cefkin (2012)
Public sectors VCC concept: defining value
and value constellations
Integrating stakeholders within
value constellations and “what-if”-a
composite model for the VCC
approach.
Sarker et al.
(2012)
B2B context
within the ERP
system
Defining value; VCC within
B2B and the role of
governance in VCC
Different modes of VCC approach
within vendor managed ERP-
system. Influences of power and
politics on the VCC process.
Díaz-méndez
and
Gummesson
(2012)
European
Higher
Education
Area (EHEA)
Defining value; resource
integration and role of
participants
The satisfaction of the beneficiaries
to evaluate the provider’s service
quality; complex measurement
process of VCC creates
complexities in implementation.
Ramaswamy
and Ozcan
(2013)
The motor
industry,
LEGO
enterprises
Engagement platform;
benefits of VCC adaptation
Strategy for creating an efficient
engagement platform composing
all members of the value chain.
Torres and
Amaral (2013)
B2B VCC framework: stakeholder
and relationship management
in B2B
VCC framework implementation in
Portuguese Postal Service (CTT-
case company).
Ciasullo and
Troisi (2013)
Small
Manufacturing
Enterprises
(SMEs)
Sustainability and VCC within
SMEs
Incorporating diverse stakeholders
and actors within value creation
through corporate sustainability
(CS) strategy.
Gyrd-Jones
and Kornum
(2013)
LEGO
enterprises;
B2B and B2C
Stakeholders’ involvement
within brand co-creation;
complementary theory on
cultural and VCC aspects
Effective stakeholders’ involvement
generates cultural and brand
values complementary.
Chang et al.
(2013)
Australian
defense sector
VCC in mega-projects
management
Approaching VCC within mega-
projects; identifying the involved
challenges and value elements.
Seo (2013) Electronic
sports:
eSports
The experience economy,
value network, and co-
creation
The 4E’s (esthetic, entertainment,
education and escapist) toward the
VCC framework.
Yngfalk (2013) B2C, Soccer
industry
VCC and SD-logic; value co-
creation/ co-destruction
Resistance to interaction: mis-
interaction can lead to value co-
destruction phenomenon.
Rhodes et al.
(2014)
Multinational
companies
(MNCs)
Social value, shared value
and theories related
stakeholders’ involvement
within CSR
Conceptual VCC framework for
sustainable development by
stakeholder management.
Biggemann,
Williams and
Kro (2014)
Value chain
participants
Value chain, CSR and VCC Stakeholders’ perception of CSR
through capturing pride and
integrity for the organization.
Ng, wong and
Kumaraswamy
(2014)
Construction
industry
VCC within the construction
industry
Challenges of stakeholder’s
participation within CSR strategy:
identifying ways to encourage them
to involve within the VCC process.
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Jaakkola and
Alexander
(2014)
Public
transport
service
systems
Customer Involvement
Behavior (CEB) and VCC
A conceptual framework of
engaging customers and
stakeholders within the VCC
process by identifying the
engagement type, drivers and
outcomes.
Zhang and He
(2014)
Industrial
service firms
Branding management, SDL
and VCC
Identifying key stakeholders and
prime dimensions of branding
management and VCC.
Näsholm and
blomquist
(2015)
Stakeholders
of program
management
Co-creation within program
management including
challenges and benefits
VCC as an alternative strategic
approach towards program
management.
Festa et al.
(2015)
Wine tourism Social capital perspectives
within the winery industry
The strategy of Business Relational
View (BRV) towards incrementing
social capital as VCC.
Banerjee and
Sharma (2015)
ASML:
Semiconductor
industry
VCC in the new technology
development stream
VCC approach after reducing the
involved risks within the financial,
organizational and market
timeliness related matters.
Nudurupati et
al. (2015)
Global health
care industry
Multi-stakeholder’s
involvement within the VCC
process for sourcing strategy
Conceptual framework of engaging
multi-suppliers within VCC after
identifying the value drivers,
dimensions and value outcome.
Mayangsari
and Novani
(2015)
Societal
participant,
City of
Bandung-
Indonesia
VCC within multi-
stakeholder’s perspective
Influential involvement of ICT
sector for implementing VCC within
multi-stakeholder’s platform:
government, citizen and ICT firms.
Grandy and
Levit (2015)
Religious
organizations
Demand Side Value (DSV)
for approaching VCC; VCC
for approaching competitive
advantages
Symbolic and emotional aspects of
visualizing the value of VCC in non-
profit entities; the sense of social
community and relational
leadership for VCC approach.
Ramadhan et
al. (2015)
Transportation
service
industry,
Indonesia
Identifying stakeholder and
VCC process
Three stages of the VCC platform:
Involvement, curation, and
empowerment.
Hong and Lee
(2015)
Local
communities
at Gamcheon,
Korea
Co-creation and the
resident’s participation
Motivating and engaging social
stakeholders (regional citizens)
towards societal activity.
Herrera (2016) Innovative
firms
Innovation for Impact (I4I)
and its constitutional
elements
Analyzing corporate strategy and
stakeholders’ engagement within
innovation for impact (I4I).
Ramaswamy
and Ozcan
(2016)
Digital brand
management
Relation and offerings of the
brand engagement platform
Identifying the drivers and
indicators of value generation
within the VCC from the
engagement platform.
Roncha and
Thomas (2016)
Brand and
consumers
 Defining VCC; Social-media
as a platform for VCC
Bringing VCC approach through
social media as an engagement
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platform and identifying the value
drivers of relational engagement.
Greenhalgh et
al. (2016)
Health-care
community
Modes of co-creation within
the health-care sector
Identifying driving principles, goals
and key stakeholders of VCC within
the health-care sector.
Reypens,
Lievens and
Blazevic (2016)
B2B VCC, innovative networks
and stakeholders
Identifying value drivers within
networks and stakeholders’
perspectives; VCC framework for
leveraging the value and expected
outcomes with possible challenges.
Pera, Clarke
and
Occhiocupo
(2016)
B2B VCC from multi-stakeholder’s
perspective
Identifying the motives
(reputational, experimental and
relational) and different approaches
towards VCC.
Mills and
Razmdoost
(2016)
B2B and B2C Stakeholders expectations,
VCC and value co-destruction
Instead of generating value, the
outcome can also be value
destructive, if stakeholder’s
expectations are not managed
properly.
Altinay, Sigala
and Waligo
(2016)
Tourism
industry
Social entrepreneurship, SD-
logic, and VCC
Identifying and mobilizing
resources through collaboration
and relationship management.
Wiltshier and
Clarke (2017)
Tourism
industry
Changes within cultural
outlook though SD-logic and
VCC
Indicating consumer’s experiences
as the determinant of value
proposition in the tourism industry
and identifying such experiential
elements.
Yang and
Sung (2016)
Societal
participants
VCC and service system
within social innovation
An effective and sustainable
approach towards VCC within
social innovation.
Han and Hong
(2016)
Innovative
firms
VCC within innovation
management
Approaching the VCC framework
within the digital ecosystem by
innovation management:
knowledge as the key resource.
Raman, French
and Tulloch
(2017)
Societal health
care providers
Expected values of
stakeholders
Identifying the core values and
connecting those values for
decision making within a diverse
stakeholder’s base.
Lu et al. (2017) Societal health
care providers
VCC within multi-
stakeholder’s perspectives
Visualizing co-created value after
technology adaptation.
Recalde and
García (2017)
Stakeholders
ICT industry
Managing stakeholder’s
engagement
Identification of involved
stakeholders grounded on
prioritization and criteria selection
scale; a framework for developing
and managing the collaborative
relationship.
Jenner and
Fleischman
(2017)
Societal
enterprises
Social enterprise’s
sustainability and VCC
Implementing the DART model of
VCC framework for integration of
resources within the stakeholder’s
relationship in societal enterprises.
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Sarmah and
Rahman
(2017)
B2C, Jewelry
firms of India
Crowdsourcing; customer’s
engagement within VCC
Crowdsourcing by using Web 2.0
as a VCC platform. Identifying the
motivational antecedents/drivers
for engagement within VCC.
Morelli et al.
(2017)
Numerous
societal
participants
The infrastructure of the VCC
platform with governance
Designer’s role in facilitating the
interactions among involved actors.
Kumaraswamy,
Wong and
Chung (2017)
People
intensive
megaprojects
Stakeholder’s engagement
theory in megaprojects
Identifying stakeholder groups and
their common expectations from
megaprojects.
Arnold (2017) B2B and B2C Co-creation and relationship
management for approaching
sustainability
Involved phases and tools for VCC;
framework development for
sustainability-focused on VCC and
relationship management.
Jurietti,
Mandelli and
Fuduri  (2017)
B2B
stakeholders
VCC and virtual CSR Framework for approaching CSR
practices through effective
dialogue; identifying stakeholder’s
expectations and possible
outcomes.
Overkamp and
Ruijs (2017)
Governmental
entities
Evolution of organizational
practices
VCC requires a change of
organizational practices; visual
language can be an alternative for
the collaborative approach towards
resource integration.
Park and
Kohler (2018)
Tourism
industry
Collaboration and strategic
bridging
Forming collaboration within cross-
sectional entities; justifying results
of collaboration after
implementation.
Czischke
(2018)
Housing
industry in
Europe
Emergence of collaboration
within the housing industry;
Stakeholders involvement
within the specified industry
Stakeholder mapping based on
legitimacy, power, and veto.
Different forms of relationship
within the collaborative approach.
Best et al.
(2018)
Non-
governmental
organizations
(NGOs), UK
VCC conceptualizing: value
types, value sources, and
VCC enablers
Conceptual VCC framework within
complex stakeholders’
perspectives; identifying the value
source, types, enablers, and
mechanism.
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Table 13. Existing articles based on diverse research methods within VCC stream
Author(s);
Year
Research
Contexts
Theoretical
Framework
Research
Approach
Findings
White, Hede and
Rentschler (2009)
Art industry VCC framework from
an individual
perspective within art-
industry
Qualitative Identifying stakeholder
within the art industry,
the role of engagement
and interactions to
generate collaborative
value from VCC.
Pedrosa (2009) Diverse
organizations
Stakeholders
involvement within the
VCC process
Qualitative Triggering stakeholder’s
involvement in the VCC
process to acquire the
best possible outcome.
Merz, He and
Vargo (2009)
Business
branding
Evolution of branding
concept with the VCC
approach
Qualitative Generating collaborative
brand value within the
stakeholder’s
ecosystem.
Vargo (2011) Organizations Marketing theory and
SD-logic
Qualitative Evolution of marketing
theory and identifying
the relationship among
existed literature.
Leavy (2013) Modern
organization
Interview of Venkat
Ramaswamy about
VCC revolution
Qualitative Different aspects of VCC
practices for igniting the
business competition.
Ind and Coates
(2013)
B2C Contextual origins of
co-creation
Qualitative Contextual definition of
co-creation within
diverse streams.
Piroozfar et al.
(2013)
Post
occupancy
process of
school
Knowledge and value
co-creation; decision-
making criteria
Qualitative Information technology
assisting the decision-
making process for
stakeholder
collaboration within
VCC.
Leavy (2014) Modern
organizations
Interview of Venkat
Ramaswamy about
VCC next practices
Qualitative Identifying the VCC
opportunities and ways
to design a VCC system.
Wells et al. (2015) Medical
device
industry
SD-logic and VCC
concept within
medical device
marketing
Qualitative The roles of different
behavioral (feedback,
advocacy, and
tolerance) aspects of
VCC.
Hsieh (2015) B2C Customers
involvement within
VCC: Online Brand
Community (OBC)
Qualitative Developing a VCC-scale
with three dimensions
and twelve items in it
and identifying the value
drivers and indicators.
Millspaugh and
Kent (2016)
Fashion
SMEs
Co-creation of brand
value
Qualitative Interpretation and
reaction of involved
stakeholders posit value
75
co-creation or co-
destruction.
Woezik et al.
(2016)
Health
organizations
Stakeholder salience
approach, value
specification
Mixed VCC framework of
stakeholder’s
engagement by utilizing
stakeholder’s salience
theory and value
specification.
Johnson and
Neuhofer (2017)
Tourism and
hospitality
industries
SD-logic; Airbnb as a
disruptive platform in
the tourism and
hospitality industry
Qualitative VCC framework
including three phases:
resource identification,
practicing VCC and
identifying the
outcomes.
Hepi et al. (2017) Societal
participants
Transformative
Service Research
(TSR), Activity theory
and Engagement
theory
Qualitative Value conceptualization;
approaching “hard-to-
reach” stakeholders for
engagement in VCC.
Pyatt et al. (2017) Animal
healthcare
sector
Service and VCC
approach within the
animal healthcare
sector
Mixed VCC for improving
service quality; identified
nine dimensions of the
VCC process.
Thiruvattal (2017) Logistics
service
organizations
VCC within the
service industry;
beneficiaries
perceived value
Quantitative
study
VCC process for
achieving customer
loyalty, where Superior
Service Solution acts as
the mediator.
Cannas (2018) Societal B2B
participants
VCC within societal
perspectives;
multifaced value
nature
Qualitative
study
Conflicts and
negotiations are the key
activities for stakeholder
interaction; identifying
value elements, VCC
mechanism, and
possible value
outcomes.
Cannas, Argiolas
and Cabiddu
(2018)
Tourism and
hospitality
sectors
Collaborative VCC;
societal value within
collaborative VCC
Qualitative
study
Key motives and
enablers for VCC
participation; where,
trust, dialogue, and
reciprocity are the key
social values elements.
Kruger et al.
(2018)
The public
and private
organization
VCC concept and
methodologies; VCC
within sustainability
Mixed Generating value by
VCC within CSR: factors
and methodology for
implementing VCC for
sustainability.
Line, Runyan and
Gonzalez-padron
(2018)
Market-
oriented
organizations
Multi-stakeholder
market orientation;
SD- logic
Qualitative Stakeholder mapping
based on power and
legitimacy; value
outcome of
stakeholders’
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engagement within
market orientation.
Candelo et al.
(2018)
Coffee
roaster
industry
VCC and resiliency
within supply-chain;
stakeholder
empowerment
Qualitative Empowering
stakeholders to mitigate
the vulnerability within
supply-chain by a
collaborative approach.
Nardelli and
Broumeles (2018)
B2B service VCC from multi-
stakeholder’s network
perspectives
Qualitative Innovative VCC is the
combination of
numerous activities
(adaptable platform,
interactions, and self-
empowerment) and
strategy.
Kinnula et al.
(2018)
Educational
institutes
VCC and axioms of
SD-logic
Qualitative Stages of VCC
framework within multi-
stakeholder’s
perspectives: identifying
the perceived value of
the VCC approach.
Polese et al.
(2018)
Tourism
industry
Service science; SD-
logic; Smart Service
Ecosystem
(integrated
framework)
Qualitative Smart service
ecosystem- a
conceptual framework
for approaching VCC
after combining Service
Science and SD-logic.
